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PART IL

The flume traverses a heavy belt of timber along the 
entire route, and the clearing necessary for adequate protec
tion of the structure was very extensive. A wide clearing 
was made, all trees being taken down along the upper side 
which would reach the flume in falling, and all leaning and 
dead trees were cut along the lower side.

In the construction of the flume 3,500,000 board feet of lum
ber were used, to supply which, a saw mill was erected at 
the lower end of the flume and adjacent to the forebay reser
voir. The capacity of the mill was about 30,000 board feet 
per day, and the equipment included machinery for surfac
ing, sizing, gaining and trimming the flume lumber for 
erection with a minimum of hand labor.The fallen timber was hand-logged down the hill from 

the zone to be occupied by the flume proper and the flume 
railway, and the loppings and branches, as far as the season 
would permit without dan
ger, were piled and burned 
as the work went forward.
About 6,000,000 feet, board 
measure, of timber were 
cut in making the clear
ing.

The total amount of lumber cut in the mill for the entire 
construction work was about 6,000,000 feet, board measure.

To facilitate the construc
tion of the flume, a 36-inch 
gauge railway, with 30-lb. 
rail, was built parallel to 
the flume along its entire 
length, and at an elevation 
about 15 feet above it. 
Lumber and other material 
for the flume, as well as for 
the diverting dams and stor
age dam, were delivered 
over this track, which con
nects directly at its lower 
end with an inclined tram
way of the same gauge. 
This inclined tramway be
gins at a landing wharf on 
the shore, is two miles in 
length and after overcom
ing a difference of eleva
tion of 1,200 feet, connects 
with the flume railway near 
the saw mill.

The flume box, which is 
designed for an ultimate 
carrying capacity of 175 
cubic feet per second, is 
6x6 feet in size, and has a 
grade of one foot to 1,000 
feet. It is supported by 
bents spaced 15 feet centre 
to centre, set upon ample 
footings, either of cedar 
blocks or concrete, accord
ing to the nature of the un
derlying material, the maxi
mum bearing upon a square 
foot of the supporting 
ground surface being not 
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Junction of Y” Creek Flume With Main Flume.greater than one ton. 

sizes and dimensions of the
different members of the flume are as follows :

The operation of the in
clined tramway is 

plished by means of a powerful haulage engine placed at the 
upper end of the tramway, and a second and lighter haulage 
engine near the lower end, slight grades at sections prevent
ing the cars from overhauling the cable by their own weight.

In building the flume, all members were sized and cut 
to true length, including bent posts, and all daps and gains 
were made at the saw mill by machine. The footings 
accurately located and placed to elevation with transit and 
level, somewhat in advance of the erection ; the length of the 
posts required for each bent was determined, and the infor
mation forwarded to the framing yard at the saw mill where 
the various parts were prepared.

accom-

8" x 8" 
8" x 8" 
6" x 14" 
4" x 8" 
4" x 6" 
4" x 6"

battened
gained,
lapped
gained

Cedar2 Bent posts
1 Cap
2 Stringers 
6 Sills

12 Box posts 
6 Yokes

Fir
Fir
Fir
Fir

gained

The box is of fir and spruce planking, 2 inches thick, 12 
inches and 18 inches wide, and surfaced on one side, with 
flat battens, x 3J4", nailed over the cracks.

Side planks to carry 75 cubic feet of water per second 
have been installed, and additional planks may be added as 
greater capacity is required, at which time intermediate 
bents, or at least supporting posts will be installed at the 
middle points of the stringers, reducing the span to 7% feet.

Fir were

In this way, confusion 
and crowding was avoided on the work, and a greater rate 
of progress made possible.

The system worked out quite satisfactorily, very few 
errors occurring in the process.
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of about 12 

cubic feet—is
The reservoir, when full, covers an area 

acres, and the capacity available—4,800,000 
sufficient to operate the single generating unit ^stalied fo 
a period of about 30 hours. To prevent damage to the slopes 
from wave action, a light timber boom is floated about fou 
feet from the water’s edge, and braced at interva s 
bank.

Five combination sand and waste gates are provided 
along the length of the flume at approximately equal inter
vals, and a standard weir was built at the lower end where 
several measurements were taken to determine e 
capacity with different depths of water. The results of these 
tests indicates a value of about 122 for the coefficient in

Chezy’s formula : v = c V rs. . .
The flume has been in continuous operation since

November, 1910, and has proven tight, safe, and reliable in 
every respect, only one short interruption having occurred, 
due to the loss of one bent destroyed by a small landslid . 

Forebay Reservoir.-The forebay reservoir site consists 
gently sloping, heavily wooded depressions 

low saddle or ridge, 
lying 1,15° f€et 

-i above sea-level.

with flash boards and apron isAn emergency spillway
“• - ““ = ~e .he

peak load capacity of the power plant by liberal storage im
mediately at the head of the pipe line; and also to furnish a 
reserve supply of water to run the plant for a considéra 

period in event of accident to
Pipe Line.—The pipe line leading from the forebay

station is 9,800 feet in length, and follows 
of its length, the lower

The function of

the flume line.of two small, 
leading in opposite directions from a reser

voir to the power
a gentle slope for the greater part

feet descending abruptly to the power
of this line is designed to deliver water 

kilowatts each, and con- 
inches diameter, % inch to 

cast-iron

Two earth dams 
were built across 
the valleys, the 
material for the 
embankment s 
being all exca
vated from, the 
higher ground 
between, 
embankment is 
about 35 feet in 
height, and 
1,000 feet ip 
length. The to
tal volume of 
fill in the two 
dams is 35,000 
cubic yards.

The material 
available for the 
e m b a nkments 

semi - ce-

house. The upper
300
third of the length 
for two generating units of 4,000 
sists of one riveted steel pipe 44

inch plate. At the lower end of this section a 
“Y” piece, fitted with two 36-inch cast stee gate va ve 
installed, providing for the extension of two ^estothe 
power house. The lower section of the pipe is des g 
deliver water for one generating unit only and the g 
line installed consists of lap-welded steel, with ™*ed™und- 
about joints, in approximately equal lengths °f 36-mch,^ 
inch 32-inch and 30-inch diameter, and varying 
from 5/16 inch at the “Y” end to 9/16 inch at the lower end.

The pipe line was designed with an ample factor of safety 
according to current practice in the extensive use of lap- 

However, owing to the apprehension aroused 
officials of the company by a reported 

the lower end
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welded pipe, 
in the minds of the
failure of a similar lap-welded pipe elsewhere, 
of the pipe line for a distance of 2,200 feet was «inforœd by 

inch round steel bands, after the manner of a wood 
pipe with spacing from 3% to 4 inches.

Several hours after first filling the line with water the
the “Y” burst without 

sud-

one
stavewas 

mented gravel, 
or h a r d p a n,

Pipe Line at Entrance Power House.
the dead end at

in the 44-inch pipe above 
No damage, however, resulted to the 

air openings having been provided for its 
split almost centrally through

36-inch valve on 
warning and the water 
denly discharged, 
pipe line, ample 
nrotection. The valve was _ 
the body and bonnet, the lower half being blown a distance 

An investigation of the design of the b y 
section of metal had been provided 

flaws or other

A double-which required drilling and blasting to loosen, 
sheathed timber diaphragm of cedar planking, connecting 
with a concrete cut-off wall sunk well into the impervious 
hardpan, was installed in each dam to insure water tightness, 
the material from which the dams had to be built not being 
sufficiently impervious to make them adequately water-tight 
without diaphragms.

was

of 20 feet away, 
showed that an ample
throughout for a large factor of safety and no 
defects were disclosed. The valve had been ordered tested 
before shipment, but this had not been done. The accident 
emphasizes the unreliability of cast-iron, even for moderate 

The cast-iron valve bodies were then discarded, 
installed in their places, and, as an ad-

in the 44-inch

was built with wheelbarrows and heavy sleds, 
donkey engine, and hoisted and dumped from 

built under contract,

Dam No. 1 
hauled with a 
an overhead cableway. Dam No. 
with horses and carts.

2 was

made on either embankment 
the material during construction, ex- 

placed upon the layers 
was

No particular attempt was pressures.
and cast-steel parts
ditional precaution, two expansion joints, one 
pipe above the “Y” and one in the 36-inch pipe below 
introduced in the line to eliminate any strains due to ex-

which the cast iron parts mignt ne 
manholes were

to puddle or compact 
cept that a limit of three feet was
deposited, and a small amount of puddling with water 
done immediately in front of the timber diaphragms.

A concrete intake structure, surmounted by a structural 
from which were operated two roller bear- 

was erected inside the 
Two 44-inch steel 

dam.

were

pansion or contraction to
Eight 4-inch air valves and 4

of the pipe, and immediately back 
cluster of four automatic pressure re

subjected, 
installed along the length

steel gate tower
ing 54-inch hydraulic sluice gates, 
reservoir at the head of the pipe line, 
riveted pipes are installed through the base of the sout 
From the intake structure to the core wall, the pipes art 

reinforced concrete casing, and from the core
culverts, with

of the power house a 
lief valves was mounted.

and supporting piers were erectedConcrete anchor bolts
intervals along the pipe line.imbedded in a

orur,: z So,=1
z*.

to the floor of the gate tower are in-

at proper
The inclined tramway , ,

entire length, from which the pipe and other m -
installed parallel to the linewas

along its 
terials were delivered.

line installation, including the furnisb- 
done under contractThe entire pipe 

ing of material and the erection,
age,
pipes extending up 
stalled at the upper end of the pipes.

was
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by the Jens Orten Boving Company, Limited, of London, 
England.

Power Station.—The power station faces the ocean and 
is erected on low ground at the foot of the pipe line hill, 
which slopes very abruptly for the lower three hundred feet 
of its length. The ground surface is elevated only slightly 
above extreme high-tide elevation, but the waterwheel nozzles 
are placed 5.5 feet above the maximum high-tide level. A 
very heavy growth of cedar, spruce and hemlock timber was 
removed from the site in preparation for the construction 
v'ork.

ampere oil-insulated water-cooled transformers, which are 
installed in fire-proof compartments back of the generator. 
These transformers are now' operating with delta connection, 
delivering current to the transmission line at 40,000 volts. 
This voltage will be raised upon the installation of the second 
unit to 60,000 by changing the delta connection to star 
connection with grounded neutral.

The water-wheel equipment was furnished by the John 
McDougall Caledonian Iron Works, Limited, of Montreal, 
and manufactured under the Doble patents ; the generator 
and exciter by the Allis-Chalmers-Bullock Company, Limited, 
and the transformers, switchboards, switches and lightning 
arresters by the Canadian General Electric Company, Limited.

A 75,000-volt three-pole oil switch wdth disconnecting 
switches, and arranged for hand operation from the genera-

The power house building is 49 feet by 97 feet, sufficient 
space being provided for the installation of two complete 
generating units, with exciters, transformers, switchboards, 
low-tension and high-tension switches, etc. Concrete and 
steel were used exclusively in the 
construction of the building, account 
being taken in making the location 
for its extension to contain an ulti
mate installation of four generating 
units.

The pipe line previously describ
ed enters the power house at the back 
and is connected to the generating 
unit through a 24-inch gate valve, 
there being an effective head of 1,100 
feet.
needle regulating nozzle in conjunc
tion with an auxiliary needle nozzle, 
the needle of which is mechanically 
connected to the main needle and is 
so arranged that it opens automatic
ally as soon as the main needle closes 
rapidly or beyond a certain prede
termined point.
auxiliary nozzle maintains a sufficient 
vent to avoid a dangerous rise of 
pressure in the pipe line. The auxil
iary nozzle is also fitted with an in
dependent slow-moving adjustable
time element mechanism which gradually closes the nozzle 
when the main needle stops moving, thus conserving the 
water supply.

A Lombard, Type Q, oil pressure governor is used for 
speed regulation and is directly attached to the main nozzle 
needle.

The water is controlled by a

In this way the

View of Inside of Power House.

tor floor, is installed in the high-tension room. A complete 
equipment of three-phase aluminum cell, 40,000-volt lightn
ing arresters has been provided to protect each end of the 
transmission line.

At Victoria the sub-station used in connection with the 
operation of the transmission line from the old Coldstream 
hydro-electric station has been utilized. Extensive altera
tions were made in the old building, including the erection 
of transformer stalls for two banks . of transformers, and 
high-tension switch-room of reinforced concrete, space be
ing provided for bringing two transmission circuits into the 
building.

An unfortunate and very unusual set of conditions 
were encountered in the power station foundations, the 
remedying of which was fortunately taken in hand in 
time to prevent serious delay in putting the plant into 
operation.

In the construction of the building and the setting of 
foundation, unusual precautions were observed ; the 
tion for the foundation walls and the machine settings 
carried to a depth of about 21 feet below the floor level. 
Some seams of peat, varying in thickness from 2 inches to 
2 feet, were encountered, 
fairly stiff, blue, sandy clay was found, into which borings 
weTe made for a distance of 12 feet, showing the same class 
of material throughout this distance.

Tests of the bearing power of the ground were made, 
which showed that a load of five tons per square foot would 
not cause any settlement.

The main generating unit consists of a 4,000 kilowatt 
generator and a 6,000 horse-power impulse water-wheel. 
This unit is of the two-bearing type, having the revolving 
field of the generator mounted on the shaft between the bear
ings and the water-wheel overhung at one end. The speed 
is 400 revolutions per minute.

One exciter is installed which has sufficient capacity to 
supply maximum field current for two generating units. The 
extended shaft carries on one end an overhung impulse 
water-wheel, and is connected at the other end to an inductor 
motor, which operates at the generator voltage, and has 
sufficient capacity to drive the exciter generator continuously. 
The exciter water-wheel is equipped for hand control only, 
as the motor serves as a speed regulator and no governor is 
necessary.

A four-panel marble switchboard, provided with 
plete equipment of instruments and controlling devices, in
cluding Tirrell regulator, is mounted on the switchboard 
floor, which is elevated about 6 feet above the generator 
floor.

excava-
were

a com- At the bottom of the trench a

The current delivered by the generator at 2,300 volts is 
stepped up to 40,000 volts by means of three 1,400 kilowatt-
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No settlement has beenthe whole surrounded with concrete, 

observed since the completion of this underpinning.
not strengthened,

Having taken these precautions in predetermining the 
bearing power of the soil, it appeared that this material was 
entirely safe for foundation purposes with the load to be 
imposed.

After the building was completed observations taken 
indicated that a slight settlement was taking place. These 
observations were continued for several months in order to 
establish beyond a doubt that the building and machinery

The building foundations proper
settlement has taken place since the clay stratum 

relieved of the weight taken by the piles.
Transmission Line.—The transmission line leading from 

the power station to the city of Victoria traverses the rough, 
heavily timbered country along the west coast of the island 

for a distance of about 40 miles. The first 15 miles of its 
is located along the bluff shore line of the Straits

were

and no
was

course
of Juan de Fuca, the wires in some places overhanging 

No road or trail existed along this section atthe sea.
the time the line was built, and the materials, except 
poles, which were cut from the adjacent forest, were de-

The remain-livered with small boats along the beach, 
ing 25 miles of the line follows generally the Provincial 
Government highway, with more or less diversion to avoid 
acute angles and to shorten the distance.

The current is transmitted at 40,000 volts, 3-phase,
60 cycles.

Cedar poles (with a minimum diameter at the top of 
9 inches) are used throughout, 5° feet, 55 feet and 60 feet 
in height, and spaced from 300 to 400 feet apart. Three 
steel galvanized cross-arms, each composed of two 1 Y\- 
inch by i^-inch angles 9 feet long with i^-inch angle 
iron branches are mounted on each pole, all bolts, lag- 

and washers being galvanized. The initial circuit 
is hung on one side of the pole, leaving space on the 

other side for the installation of a second and similar cir
cuit at some future time. Brown glazed, two-piece suspen
sion insulators, Locke Type No. 275, are used, one element 
only being installed for ordinary suspension. At dead end 
angle points, two ele
ments were used to avoid "
trouble in adding the 
second element when the 
line voltage is raised to 
60,000 volts, upon the 
completion of the second 
unit.
made at all angles where 
the conductor is drawn 
toward the pole. Stand
ard line insulators are 
used on either side of 
the cross-arm, and the 
conductor was taken 
across in a suspended 
loop.

The conductor is seven 
strand aluminum cable,
No. 00B. & S. gauge, and 
is designed to transmit 
the output of one gen
erator at 40,000 volts, 
and two generators at

screwsView of Rear of Power House.

foundations were actually settling, and to determine as 
nearly as possible the rate of settlement.

In June, 1911, a series of test holes were put down at 
points around the building, which showed that a soft muck 
bed from 5 to 15 feet in thickness lay some 50 feet below 
the floor level, and about 25 feet below the bottom of the 

The layer of clay on which the foundations 
had been stressed beyond its supporting power, 

and had gradually compressed the stratum of muck and 
peat beneath.

This most extraordinary condition could not have been 
found by any means of testing other than sinking deep drill 
holes, and, even if this had been done previous to the set
ting of the building, the strength of the clay seam could not 
have been determined by any test, except the application of 
a load approximating the entire weight of the structure and 
contents, which was, of course, impracticable. Only such a 
weight would have caused the bending of the clay stratum 
and the consequent yielding of the peat seam.

In the course of the original investigation, test piles 45 
feet in length were driven adjacent to the power house, the 
bearing power of which, computed from the penetration 
under the hammer blow, was from 12 to 15 tons per pile. 
It is evident that if a pile foundation had been installed with 
piles driven to apparently ample depth based on penetration, 
the condition would not have been discovered in advance, 
nor the settlement obviated.

The underpinning of the machine foundations was begun 
July 15th, 1911, and carried on continuously night and day 
until September 10th, when the olint was put in operation.

Standard pipe or casing 12 inches in diameter was sunk 
with well rigs to the bed-rock beneath the peat seam around 
the machine foundation and pipe line immediately behind

foundations, 
were set

Dead ends were

Angle Pole on Transmission Line.

was installed

60,000 volts.
A metallic circuit tele

phone line, No. 9 B.W.G. galvanized iron wire 
on a short wooden cross-arm below the power wires.

The timber growth along the route of the line is excep
tionally heavy, and a very extensive clearing was necessary 
along and on either side of the line for its protection, all 
trees being cut that could reach the wires in falling. lor 

zone from 400 feet to 600 feet in width was 
the island, and an ag- 

feet, board measure, of

the power house.
The pipes were pumped out, cleaned, and after inserting 

filled with concrete, forming a 
Steel 1-beams

many miles a
cleared through the finest fir belt 
gregate of approximately 20,000,000 
merchantable timber was paid for and cut down in the course 

of which may perhaps be put to profitab e

steel reinforcing bars, were 
system of some 26 steel and concrete piles, 
were placed on top of the piles supporting the concrete 
foundation, wedges being driven as tight as possible between 
the tops of the beams and concrete of the foundation, and

on

of the work, some

.
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use before becoming useless by decay or being destroyed THE HYDRO-ELECTRIC PLANT OF THE SHER
BROOKE RAILWAY AND POWER COMPANY 

AT SHERBROOKE, P.Q.
by fire.

Transportation.—One of the most formidable problems
of this development was that of transportation. All ma
chinery, cement, pipe, provisions and other supplies, as well 
as all kinds of labor had to be transported by sea from Vic
toria, 45 miles down the coast to the mouth of Jordan River. 
The Straits of Juan de Fuca at this point are exposed to the 
sweep of the open sea from the west and there was no pier 
and no natural or artificial protection at the point of land
ing. Bulky freight was loaded on scows at Victoria and 
towed by a small tug to Jordan River. The scows, on ar
rival at the Jordan River landing, were hauled up on run
ways laid on the flat beach until they were out of reach of 
the waves, and were then unloaded by derricks.

An interesting hydro-electric plant was recently finished 
for the Sherbrooke Railway and Power Company, at Sher
brooke, Que. The plant was designed by Messrs. Ross and 
Holgate, of Montreal, and the work was done under their 
supervision. Mr. C. L. Cate, described the design and con
struction of the plant very fully in a paper read before the 
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, on October 24th. The 
following abstracts are taken from the paper :—

The city of Sherbrooke is situated 100 miles south-east of 
Montreal on the main line of both the Canadian Pacific Rail 
way—Montreal to Halifax—and the Grand Trunk Railway— 
Montreal to Portland. It is also the terminus of the Boston 
and Maine, and Quebec Central Railways. Excellent water 
power is provided by the Magog River, which joins the S't. 
Francis within the city limits. The population, at present 
17,000, is increasing at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum.

The Sherbrooke Street Railway Company was incorporat
ed by Act of the Legislature of the Province of Quebec in 
1895 and began operating in 1896. Power was supplied from 
a power house in the centre of the city on the south bank of 
the Magog River, about 1,200 feet from is junction with the 
St. Francis River. About too feet above this power house was 
a timber dam, built in i860, and the company had rights to 
half the flow of the river, the other half being used by several 
factories on the north bank. The head was 19 feet and the 
power house capacity 350 K.W.

In the spring of 1910 the Street Railway Company was 
succeeded by the Sherbrooke Railway and Power Company. 
Following the inauguration of the old company the population 
had increased 70 per cent., and the railway had become in
adequate, but its expansion was impossible because the old 
plant was barely able to carry the original car equipment and 
more power could not be obtained at that site.

The Railway and Power Company proceeded at once to 
secure the entire power at the old dam, and purchased rights 
higher up the river so that the water could be raised an ad
ditional ten feet. A power 600 feet farther down the river, 
having a head of 18 feet, was also secured, together with the 
drop between these two powers, 
was about 57 feet, and this has all be utilized in the new 
plant.

Making the journey to and from Victoria and beaching 
the loaded scows in stormy weather was precarious in the 
extreme, requiring a high degree of patience, courage and 

Passengers, mail and light freight were landed on 
the beach in dories.
skill.

Although much trouble and some minor accidents oc
curred, not a single piece of the 6,400 tons of material and 
equipment handled, nor a single one of the several thousand 
passengers carried was lost.

From an engineering standpoint the development in its 
present initially completed state perhaps presents by itself 
no very unusual features. But when consideration is given 
to all the elements involved in carving out of a wild, remote 
and almost impenetrable and trackless wilderness a reliable 
and highly efficient hydro-electric system, planned for large 
expansion along accurately predetermined lines, this de
velopment presents very unusual interest. Very few hydro
electric developments have presented a greater array of for
midable obstacles, many closely concealed, and few have 
been carried through to successful completion on lines as 
closely adhering to those originally planned, despite the 
meagre data on which these original plans were perforce 
based.

The entire work was under the direction of Mr. Wynn 
Meredith, of Sanderson & Porter, from the first pioneering 
to the final completion of the initial installation of the first
4,000-kilowatt unit.

The preliminary reconnoissance and surveys were under 
the immediate charge of Mr. A. B. Carey.

The final location surveys and all construction work 
under the immediate charge of Mr. E. E. Carpenter,

The total head available

were
to whom we are indebted for the data forming the basis of The drainage basin of the Magog River has an area of 

815 square miles, of which 283 square miles are in Canada 
and 532 square miles in the United States. The soil is of 
comparatively slight depth and the small streams are nearly 
all rapid. This would tend to make the flow of the stream 
very irregular and not so valuable for power purposes were 
it not for the two large storage areas contained in the basin. 
The greater of these storage areas, Lake Memphremagog, 'is 
30 miles long and has an area of 45 square miles. The differ
ence between extreme high and low water in this lake is five 
feet, but only a little more than a foot is under actual control 
at present. In designing a plant, allowance was made for 
an improvement in this respect, which is likely to be realized 
shortly. The second storage area is provided in Lake Magog, 
lying some 8 miles down stream from the outlet of Lake 
Memphremagog, with an area of 4.8 square miles and a con
trollable variation of 4 feet.

This lower storage is under the control of the city of 
Sherbrooke, and the Memphremagog storage is regulated by 
the Magog Manufacturing Company at Magog. This in no 
way lessens their value to the Sherbrooke Railway and Power 
Company’s present plant as it is to the general advantage 
that the flow be kept as constant as possible. Moreover, there

this article.

ORE PRODUCTION IN MILLIONS.

Metal production at the Consolidated Mining and 
Smelting Company’s smelter at Trail in September reached 
a value of $715,696, of which 38.2 per cent, was in gold, ac
cording to figures recently made public. This is the highest 
monthly production for the present year and exceeds the 
average for the previous two months by about $300,000. Ore 
treated at the smelter totalled 26,099 tons, so that the average 
value per ton was a trifle over $27. As the greater part of 
the ore smelted came from the company’s Rossland mines 
which are regarded as low grade properties, this average is 
considered satisfactory. The Consolidated Company s metal 
production for the first three months of this fiscal year 
totals $1,567,867.

Ore production in the Kootenay and Boundary districts 
for first week in November totalled 5I>OI4 tons, making a 
total for the year to date of 2,162,902 tons, 
ceipts for the week were 44,756 tons; for the year, 1,939,934 
tons.

Smelter re-
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as an adjunct to the overflow section, should this become 
necessary during spring freshets,-and a southern bulkhead 
section 42 feet long and 12 feet high. The dam contains 
about 3,400 yards of concrete.

(2) A steel penstock 660 feet long and 9 feet 6 inches in 
diameter with a standpipe 16 feet in diameter and 56 feet 

high.
(3) A brick and concrete power house 90 feet x 

with hydraulic and electrical equipment for developing 3,000

of long standing by which at least 500 cubicis an agreement 
feet per second must be passed when available.

desirableIn estimating the rainfall and run-off it was 
to find a stream having its basin as near as possible to that 
of the Magog River and on which measurements of flow,

considerablerainfall and run-off have been made over a 
period. That portion of the Connecticut River lying north 
of Oxford, New Hampshire, was found to serve the purpose 
very well. The centre of its basin is only about 50 miles south 
of that of the Magog ; the soil is of very much the same 
nature, and although the country slopes a little less abruptly, 
this can be allowed for. A Government station has been es
tablished at Orford for eight years and measurements of 
flow, etc., have been taken during that time.

38 feet

H.P.
All concrete used on the work was mixed in the propor

tion of 1-3-5 except in beams and slabs where 1-2 *-4 was 
used. Suitable gravel was substituted for sand and broken 

stone.
the siteDam.—A 2-inch steel cableway was strung 

of the dam and used both for excavating and for placing the
cubic yard capacity

over
The following table gives the rainfall and run-off for the 

Connecticut River and the estimated run-off for the Magog, 
allowing for the fact that the Magog Basin is farther north concrete, bottom-dumping buckets of

A boiler and hoist shed was erected onbeing employed, 
the south bank. The location of the cable-way is shown by a 
dotted line on Plate III. and it will be seen that it lies just 
inside the upstream face, and nearly parallel to it, across the 
northern bulkhead section. At the overflow section it is about 
20 feet back of the fact. This arrangement permitted the 
placing of 85 per cent, of the concrete without building run-

MAGOG RIVERCONNECTICUT RIVER
RUN-OFF 

IN % 
TOTAL 

RUN-OFF

RUN-OFF 
IN %

'TOTAL
RUN-OFF

FLOW IN 
CU. FT. 

PER SEC.

INCHES
RUN-OFF

INCHES
RAINMONTH

wavs.
The concrete mixer, a Ransome No. 28, was located just 

under the northern tower of the cableway with the gravel bin 
behind and above it and the cement shed above to the east 
Steam for the mixer was obtained from the boilers of a fac
tory on the north shore.

The new dam has been built 50 feet downstream from the 
crest of the old timber dam and is 10 feet higher. Plate III. 
shows its location relative to the old dam, headrace, etc.

4133.52.28Jan.
Feb 2952.51.60

18.043.44Mar
Apr. 21.72.77

14.32.99May----
June.... 9447.8693.78 5315.04094.34July 5315.041.093.88Aug 4724.751.033.73Sep 5905.74 The factories on the north shore had power rights which 

They were equipped with electric
1.242.77Oct.

Nov.
Dec.

7085.681.232.17 have not yet expired, 
motors and supplied with power from the city power house 
and the head gates on that side of the river closed, but it was 
desired to keep the Street Railway power house in full opera
tion until the power from the new development was available, 
in order to avoid installing motor generator sets and pur-

5905.91.282.80

and the streams somewhat more rapid. Allowance was also 
made for the fact that in a north-flowing stream the period 
of heavy flow in the spring is somewhat shorter and 
cessive than in a south-flowing stream, because in the latter 

the floods from the head waters do not come down until 
the southern portion has returned to a more or less normal 

The calculated flow of the Magog in cubic feet

more ex
chasing power for them.

The course adopted was as follows. The northern bulk
head section was first constructed, the old head gates serving 

The excavation in this section was not very

case

as a coffer-dam. 
heavy and, aside from blasting a 3 x 4 cut-off trench, con-

A great many pot-holes
condition.
per second for each month is also given. In making, these 
calculations a total run-off of 21.5 inches was used instead of 
21.66 as given for the Connecticut.

sisted for the most part of earth, 
were found in the rock, which must have been worn in some 
quite remote period as the river has not been running in that 
portion of its channel since the country was settled.

commenced at the north shore and run 
southward, expansion joints being made every 35 feet. An 
opening 14 feet wide was left in this section to provide a pas
sage for the flow of the river while the overflow section was 
being built. The bottom of this opening was about 2 feet be
low the crest of the old dam. The penstock thimble, which 

about the middle of the section, was concreted 
in, and the first sections of the penstock riveted on and 
blocked up. The racks, which are of steel 3 inches x 5/16-inch 
spaced 1 ^-inch apart, were also erected, and stop-logs in
serted to about 4 feet higher than the bottom of the opening 
referred to above, it being considered unsafe to leave the pen
stock entirely open on account of the thrust which would be 
caused by the swift flow around the 16° angle 10 feet from

The flow of the river for a dry year is 580 cubic feet per
on itssecond, and the flow estimated by the power users 

banks was 550 cubic feet per second, a difference of only The work was

about 5 per cent.
With the full 5 foot storage in Lake Memphremagog the 

flow would be nearly 800 cubic feet per second.
The purposes of the new development are, first, to replace 

the old plant mentioned above, and secondly, to supply about 
H.P. of electrical energy to power consumers within a

is located at
2,500 , . .
radius of 20 miles of Sherbrooke. The greater part of this 

will be sold to concerns at least 8 miles from the city 
and will be transmitted at 20,000

already contracted for, and the pole line has

power
volts. This energy is for

the most part 
been erected as far as the Eustis Copper Mines.

The development consists essentially of:—
(1) A concrete dam with a northern bulkhead section 225 

feet long and about 20 feet high, a central overflow section 
70 feet long and 44 feet high, a stop-log section 14 feet 
long,—used during construction to pass water for the old 
Sheet Railway power house, and which can be used in future

the dam.
The old north shore head gates were then blown out, per

mitting about half the flow of the river to go through the 14- 
foot opening. During the low water, which occurs on Sun
days, due to the fact that the factories higher up the river are
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A 4-inch pump, which was moved up from the lower 
coffer-dam after the river-bed. was unwatered, was installed 
in a sump hole made with sandbag's and blue clay just be
low this natural wall to take the leakage, which amounted to 
about one-half the capacity of the pump. Below this again, a 
diaphragm hand pump was placed to take the leakage of the 
sump hole wall.

the northern bulkhead section was closed by means of stop- 
logs, checks for these having been provided. Additional stop- 
logs were also placed in the new head gates to prevent too 
much water passing through the penstock when the water 
came up.

In filling the 14-ft. opening it was found impossible to caulk 
the stop-logs tight enough to put in the concrete, and the fol
lowing device was used. The back of the stop-logs was 4 
inches in front of the face of the dam. A form made of inch 
boards was built and a 4-inch iron pipe inserted draining into 
a box 2 feet square at the downstream face. The concrete 
was put in and the pipe blocked by means of a wooden plug 
3 feet long and a cap. The purpose of the plug was to pre
vent the pipe from freezing and bursting. The box was after
wards taken out and the void filled with concrete.

Two weeks after the completion of the overflow section, 
stop-logs were placed in the Railway headrace stop-log sec
tion and the water was forced over the overflow. The forms, 
however, were left on until spring. In putting in the stop- 
logs a space was left underneath them sufficient to pass the 
water necessary for the Street Railway, the idea in passing 
the water underneath being that the flow was in that way 
kept practically constant in spite of fluctuation of level in 
the river.

The river-bed below the downstream coffer-dam had been 
pumped out, but the leakage from that side still amounted to

The form for theabout the capacity of a 6-inch pump, 
downstream face was built up to elevation 105, and the suction 
of the 6-inch pump placed between it and the downstream
coffer-dam.

The concrete work was then commenced, 
form was built, as shown, just below the sump hole. When 
the concrete reached the suction of the diaphragm pump, the 

removed and the leakage of the sump hole wall

A temporary

waspump was
forced back through the temporary form by the rising con
crete.

When the concrete behind the temporary forms was about 
2 feet above the suction of No. 1 pump, No. 3 pump was taken 
out, the sandbags and clay of the sump hole wall were re
moved and the temporary form pulled out. This had to be

825THE CANADIAN ENGINEERDecember 5, 1912.

done quickly, as the volume to be filled was so small that the 
water rose very rapidly.

The concrete was then carried up to about 14 inches below 
the flume. This permitted the 6-inch pump (No. 2) to be 
taken out. The flume was cut off at the downstream coffer
dam and the old power house put in operation.

No form for the upstream face had been built up to this 
time, and although this involved the placing of some 40 yards 
of concrete in front of the intended face of the dam, it seemed 
to be the only practicable solution of the problem.

A form of" temporary sluice through the dam was then 
built, the leakage water directed through it and the old flume 
pulled out. The forms for the upstream face and the re
mainder of the downstream face were then erected and the 
overflow section completed. The 70-ft. overflow section is built 
without an expansion joint, and in order. to prevent cracks 
five 60-lb. steel rails were embedded near the crest. The 
strength of the concrete mixture was also increased to 1-2%- 
4M in the upper portion.

Four days after the completion of the crest the temporary 
sluice was closed by a reinforced concrete slab, and filled up 
through the opening provided. That portion of the Street 
Railway headrace wall between the dam and the Street Rail
way head gates was then lowered to the normal head-water 
level of the Street Railway plant, and the 14-foot opening in

shut down, the height of the old dam was raised 4 feet by 
of flash boards faced with gravel, thus forcing the en

tire flow through the 14-foot opening and the penstock.
Unfortunately, the old dam leaked badly, and although 

a diver was procured and everything possible was done to 
caulk it, it was necessary to construct a coffer-dam immedi
ately below. A coffer-dam was also built about 10 feet be
low the tail of the new dam.

means

A flume 3 feet wide and 4 feet deep was built between 
these two coffer-dams. The nature of the river bottom (huge 
boulders and gravel) made it impossible to get these tight: 
Three turbine pumps, an 8-inch on the upstream coffer-dam, 
and a 6-inch and a 4-inch on the lower coffer-dam, were in
stalled. The excavation for the overflow section was then
begun.

Perhaps the most interesting point in the construction of 
the dam was the manner in which the first 20 feet of con
crete was put into this section. The water situation stood 
thus the leakage of the old dam which was being used as 
upstream coffer-dam amounted to about 2,000 cubic feet per 
minute. This was caught by a coffer-dam, as above men
tioned, and carried across the site of the dam in a flume. 
Nearly all the leakage of the coffer-dam was held by a natural 
wall of gravel and shale, and pumped into the flume by an 
8-inch turbine pump.
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being excavated, and nooverflow section of the dam was 

concrete was being placed at the dam.
The Ransome mixer was brought down to the power house 

and set up in place of the “Brantford.” Steam was supplied 
boiler which had been used to operate the unwater-

The water would probably have been passed over the
much longer period hadStreet Railway headrace wall for a

it not been for the large amount of spray caused by the water 
falling over the high bank. The weather had become bitterly 
cold early in December, and this spray froze to the walls of 
the factory building on the rock in the middle of the channe , 

thickness of nearly five feet, threatening to pull the 
building down. When the flow was passed over the overflow, 
this spray was eliminated to a large extent, and the ice was 
removed by means of steam jets and blasting.

Excavation for the dam was commenced on July 7th, 
placed August 14th, and the work

from the
ing pumps. , .

A runway was built across the power house foundations
that time nearly complete except for a portion 

of the floor. The concrete was conveyed from the mixer to 
the piers in the high wheeled 10 cubic foot buggies which 

used for this purpose throughout the work. All piers

to a which were at

were
east of Anchor No. 2 were filled in this way.

Soon after the placing of this concrete the Ransome was
also well

1910, the first concrete was 
completed December 10th.

The Penstock—The penstock is 663 feet long. It is of 
feet 6 inches in diameter. I he 

riveted up into sections of

required at the dam. The power house walls were
in place, and it wasunder way by the time the penstock 

therefore impossible to adopt this plan in filling the upper 
portion of these eastern piers.

A 12-foot Smith mixer was
bank between the Dufferin Ave. bridge and the power

on top of the

was

steel 5-16 inch thick and in 9 
plates are 8 feet long and were obtained and set up on the

river
house and the concrete conveyed on the runway

above. No. 2 anchor pier was also filled
buggies for

penstock referred to
from this mixer. It was not practicable to 
this work, as it was considered unsafe to put so much weight 
on the empty penstock. Barrows had, therefore, to be used.

for the western penstock piers was mixed

use

The concrete
by the Ransome at the dam.

The lower portion of several of the piers had to be 
placed in 5 or 6 feet of water. In such cases a wooden chute 
2 feet square, and long enough to reach from the runway to 
rock bottom, was used. The chute was placed on the bottom 
and filled a little over half full. It was then raised by means 

_ until the concrete dropped a few feet below the half
mark and the process repeated. No concrete was allow-

of ropes
way
ed to drop through free water.

Anchor piers No. 4 and No. 5 and the most westerly sup
porting piers could not be finished with the rest, on account 
of the fact that a portion of the river-flow was being passed 
through the penstock thimble, until after the concrete in the

These piers were completed on
the last concrete placed out of

walls of factory, (while flow ofView showing ice formation on
river was being passed over the old head-race wall). overflow section had set. 

December 20th and this was 
doors.The penstock is supported by concrete

No ex-two at the shops.
piers spaced approximately 16 feet centre to centre, 
pansion joints were used, anchor piers 10 feet x 16 feet on 
top being placed about 175 feet apart to take care of the ex
pansion and contraction. Three 4 * 5 x X inch angles 
bolted around the lower half of the penstock at each anchor 
pier to provide for the thrust.

In all cases where concrete was placed in cold weather, 
the rock bottom and forms were steamed for several hours 
before the concrete was put in. The gravel, water and the 

also heated. Concrete was placed in this 
All riveting on the pen-

mixer itself were
way at a temperature of—io° F. .

done by compressed air, pressure being obtained 
small electrically-driven compressor which was set up

stock was
from a
on the north bank near the power house.

The Power House.—The power house is located on the 
north bank just below the dam of the lower power purchased 
by the Company and referred to above. Here, as in the case 
of the dam, it was necessary to provide power for the fac- 

and tear out the old flumes before the excava-

foot lower than the bot- 
Steel rods aggregating 5

The piers were built up to one 
of the finished penstock.

inch cross-section were left sticking in the concrete 
to secure a good bond. Timbers were placed on the piers 
and the penstock sections brought to their proper positions, 
blocked to exact grade, and riveted, 5 wrought iron

then substituted for the blocking, and the 
left the job. The concrete contractor

tom 
square

5
tories, etc. 
tion could be proceeded with.

The earth excavation at the power house amounted to
was largely

pipe supports were
penstock contractor 
built the forms for the upper portion of the piers, construe - 

of the penstock and finished the concrete 866 vards and the rock to 1,600 yards. This latter
The total length of the excavation in the 

feet. It was carried down 8 feet below river

ed a runway on top 
work. in the tailrace

tailrace is 130 , .
level A coffer-dam was erected across the east end and the 
site unwatered by means of a 6-inch turbine and a 3-inch 

The excavated rock was lifted out by 
It was placed in side-dumping hand 

stream where

not adopted in the case of the anchor 
built after the penstock and the ordinary 

in place, it being specified that the anchor piers 
In the case of the power

This method was 
piers, which were
piers were reciprocating pump.

of a derrick.
to be of monolithic concrete, 
anchor pier, which contains 115 yards of concrete and 

feet high, this could not easily be dohe. Steel rods ag-
used in this

were
house means 

• cars
it was dumped. ................

The power house consists of a mam building or power
house proper 90 feet by 38 feet, a transformer house and high 
tension tower 16 feet by 23 feet, a valve room 50 feet by 10 
feet, and an oil house and lavatory 10 feet by 16 feet. The 

house floor is 21.25 feet above the tail water.

and wheeled to the river bank 250 feet down
is 23

inch cross-section 
the best possible bond.

weregregating 15 square
pier to secure

The first 8 piers west of the power house are about 15
The power housefeet high and average 25 yards each, 

anchor pier contains, as above stated, 115 yards of concrete. 
At the time the forms for these piers were completed, the power

j
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power house.

The transformer house is supported on 17-mch concrete 
Walls. The floor is a reinforced concrete slab with 3 rein
forced beams running along the 16-foot dimension. This 
floor slopes to the east 1 inch to the foot and a drain pipe is 
Passed through the wall at the south-east corner. This pro
vides for the disposal of any oil that might slop over from 
the transformers.

The stand pipe foundation is octagonal in section, 18 feet 
diameter, and about 25 feet high, 

and contains nearly 200 c. yards. The stand pipe, or surge 
tank, is of steel, H inch thick at the bottom and 5-16 inch 
at the top. It is 16 feet in diameter and 56 feet high.

The roofs of the main building and valve house are built 
°f 2-inch by 3-inch spruce strips covered with 28 gauge 
Galvanized iron. The roof of the main building is supported 

three steel trusses with columns running down to the 
fondations. These columns also carry the crane runs and 
strengthen the brickwork.

The excavation at the power house was begun on July 1st 
f d the form work was commenced on July 31st. The forms 
ffe, as at the dam, were of 2-inch spruce and hemlock 
planed 3 sides and accurately sized to uniform thickness, 
aod iron was used to hold them together. Clamps 

®'s° extensively used. The first concrete was placed on 
^Otfust 5th. The mixer used on this part of the work was

It is of solid concrete

were

The distributor runs along the south face of the building 
to the end of the valve room where it is connected to the 
standpipe.

The valve room is between the distributor and the main 
building and the transformer house is at the extreme east. 
The oil house is at the south-west corner.

In the north half of the power house proper the floor is 
supported on a solid mass of concrete down to the rock. The 
generators are set on this part of the floor. The south half 
is suppored by 6 arches with columns running down to the 
rock. The turbines for the three main units are placed over 
three of these arches, and the two exciters over the fourth. 
These four arches have openings through which the draf 
tubes are let into the tailrace. The motor generator sets are 
placed over the two other arches.

The valve room floor is a reinforced concrete slab 12 
inches thick, supported by four reinforced beams 4 feet by 
2 feet, one end of which rests on the columns supporting the 
distributer and the other on the columns of the main build
ing, with cross beams 3 feet by 18 inches between them.

It was necessary to make this floor very strong, as the 
66-inch gate valves for the main units which stand on it weigh 
15 tons each.

T

.
’

R

a Brantford Ideal,” a machine of the continuous type, and 
the maximum output under the most favorable conditions 
was 40 yards per day. This mixer was set up to the north 
of the site on the west side of the entrance lane.

A glance at the contour lines on the plan of the site will 
show that the entrance lane slopes down with a 15 per cent, 
grade to the power house door. One floor of the old factory 
building is at ground level on the street side, and about 10 
feet above the ground at the mixer. The cement was accord
ingly stored on this floor and emptied into the hopper of the 
mixer from a platform erected outside one of the windows.

The pocket between the street, which has a 10 per cent, 
slope, and the factory building was used as a gravel bin. 
About 30 yards could be stored here. The gravel was wheeled 
down the hill in 2 cubic foot barrows, that being the capacity 
of the bucket of the mixer.
the forms by means of runways and 10 cubic foot buggies.

The concrete was conveyed to

Power House Equipment.—The power house equipment 
consists of three 1,325 H.P. twin horizontal Crocker turbines 
with 30-inch runners, direct connected to 750 K.W. (940 
K.V.A. at 80% P.F.), 2,300 v., 360 R.P.M., 60 cycle genera
tors, with exciters, motor generator sets, etc., as below des
cribed. The supply of water to the wheels is controlled by 
balanced wicket gates connected by short links, to a rotating 
ring which is in turn connected to the gate operating shaft 
by two connecting rods. The whole setting is contained in 
a steel plate case with a cast-iron end towards the generators 
and a taper section in the other end connected with the 66- 
inch motor operated gate valve on the branch from the main 
penstock. Immediately outside the wheel 
shaft is supported by a ring oiling bearing arranged to take 
up any end thrust from the wheels. Each unit is equipped 
with a Lombard vertical type Q. 10 governor. Oil pressure is 
provided by three triplex pumps, one of which is belted to 
each turbine shaft. The three pumps feed through 
main, and as any two pumps are sufficient to carry the plant, 
a shut-down due to lack of oil pressure is practically impos
sible.

case, the main

a common

Each unit has a 66-inch gate valve with motor drive, one 
15 H.P. 125 v. D-C series motor being arranged by means 
of a line shaft and disengaging gears to operate the three 
valves. The exciters are 50 K.W. 125 volt interpole machines 
direct connected to 100 H.P. Jenckes (Crocker) turbines with 
Woodard governors and hand operated gate valves. Each 
exciter unit is of sufficient capacity to excite the three main 
units.

Direct current for the Railway is provided by two motor 
generator sets consisting of 375 H.P., 2,300 v., squirrel 
cage rotor, induction motors with a synchronous speed of 
720 R.P.M., and 250 K.W., 575 v. interpole generators.

Three 625 K.V.A. oil filled, water cooled, single phase 
transformers, with both primary and secondary connected 
delta, are used to step the voltage up from 
v. for transmission outside the city. These are located in 
the transformer house, and are protected by horn and electro
lytic lightning arresters and choke coils, 
machinery has overload guarantees of 25 per cent, for two 
hours.

2,200 v. to 22,000

All electrical

The switchboard consists of :—three generator panels, 
one transformer panel, one A. C. feeder panel, one motor 
generator panel—A. C. side, one motor generator panel—D. C. 
side, one exciter panel, and one D. C. feeder panel. All cables 
leading from the machinery to the switch-board are laid in 
ducts embedded in the concrete floor. The generator panels 
are provided with main oil switches with overload time limit

O
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Penstock and Standpipe.

pedestal between the two motor generator sets, 
connections are on the minus side.

On the exciter panel, besides the reguiar egmpment
placed fhe switch foe the ,h!

SÎ-.ÏÏ-JÏ5-VÜ c a ...

'■ ,ish"™ ' h„«°T.ep»“d“d w“h*a io-L, hand-operated,

Excavation :
Loose Rock, 362 cubic yards at $1.5° 
Solid Rock, 388 cubic yards at $4- •

$543.00
i,552.oo

$2,095.00
$6,701.40Concrete, 744-6 cubic yards at $9

cubic yards at $8.50.......... 1,700.00Concrete, 200

Reinforcing steel, 1,000 lbs. at 4 cents 
Permanent protecting cribs,
Straight Penstock, 608 feet at $20..........
Stand pipe, elbows, thimble, etc., 125,000

cents .....................................................

8,401.40 
40.00 

625.00 

12,160.00
, are etc.

lbs. at 6
7,500.00

$30,821.40of penstock and standpipe
Power House:—

Excavation (including tail-race) :
Earth, 924 cubic yards at $1............
Solid Rock, 1,690 cubic yds. at $1.75-

Concrete, 851 cubic yards at $8.50 
Concrete in Beams and Slabs, 107

$12 • .............................................
Reinforcing Steel, 17,200 lbs. at 4 oents ..............
Brickwork, 9.065 cubic feet at 50 oen s ..............
Earthenware Coping, 216 lineal feet at 40 cents..

Total costThe power
disturbances by multiple air gap arresters.

The power house is provided with a 10-ton, hand-operated, 
steel rope, drum hoist type crane of Whiting manvl ac ur - 
The height of the crane rails above the finishedl floor » * J 
feet 8 inches, and the height to the bottomo r° in ^ 

fppt The distance from centre to cent e 
feet. This crane was used to install the 15-ton gate va ve 
and has given perfect satisfaction.

$924.00
2,957-50

$$,881.50
7.433-50

cubic yards at
1,284.00 

688.00 
4,532.50 

86.40 
80.50 

1,122.00 
742■50

The Bishop Con-for the work were:— .
Montreal for the dam, penstock piers

»d power house building; the Jeuckes Machine Ço»P.»y o

Sherbrooke for the

The contractors 
straction Company of

Door ......................................................................
Windows, 748 square feet at $1.50 ..............
Roof lumber (laid), 16.5 M. feet B.M. at $45 
Roof Covering of 28-gauge galvanized iron, 55-5

chinery ; and the Canadian 
complete electrical equipment. 666.00

32.10
2,123.00 
1,030.00 

166.00

Transmission Llno.-The «,000 volt. 3-Phase transmis
sion line is being boil, by the Raiiw.y and 
under the supervision of their own engineer. The line a 
present under construction runs from the power house 
Sherbrooke to the Eustis Mining Company’s and the Nichols 

Chemical Company’s works at Capelton.
of cedar selected under the standard specifi- 

Telegraph and Telephone Company 
The standard length

squares at $12 
Tar and gravel roof 
Structural Steel
Crane ....................
Painting ................

$23,868.00Total Cost of Power House ...............................

Unwatering and removal of old works for the erec-
tion of Dam, Power House and Penstock .... SJ6°°-°°

Hydraulic equipment, complete ............................... ,0,^40.00
Electrical equipment, complete ............................... 31’200.00
Extras ................................................................................

The poles are 
cation of the American

country work.
is 25 feet with 40, 45 and 5<>foot poles in special locations 
Thev are spaced not less than 50, and not more than 55 
!he mile and they extend at least 5 feet into the ground.

both for city and cross

4 inches by 5 inches by 8 feet long
with galvanized braces 29 inches by 54-inch andl> X 
Pins are of oak. The wire used is No. 4-B. and S. solid

ith conductivity 97 Per cent, of Mathese^s standard.
Locke porcelain insulators will be used en-

The cross arms are $167,005.90Total cost of construction complete

copper w
CANADA’S IRON TRADE AND COMPETITION.

The reports presented at the annual meeting of the Can 
ada Iron Corporation, Limited, covered the fiscal year end
ing Mav 31st last. During the period, as the president, Mr. 
T J. Drummond pointed out the adverse conditions prevail
ing in the United States were severely felt in Canada Since 
that date there has been a great revival in the iron trade, bu 

the corporation will not appear until nex

volts25,000

tirelv for this work.

-b complete
The; do not cover the =o„ of the .it. and power ngh„, ». 

• these are of purely local interest.
thousand dollars expended on

the dam and an approximately equal 
account of certain hold-ups

for the construction of the

a bridge to one
About one

of the factories near 
amount allowed the contractor on 
due to legal proceedings are

the effect upon

7CarThe mines at Torbrooke, N.S., have been re-opened, and
be resumed.

also omitted.

from Port Wade will soon
furnace at Midland, Ont., has been

in full
shipments of ore 
Then the second new 
blown in, and both furnaces for the first time

Dam :—
are nowExcavation :

Earth, 691 cubic yards at $1..........
Loose Rock, 100 cubic yards at $1.50 
Solid Rock, 799 cubic yards at $2... 

Solid Rock below Elevation

$691.00
150.00

1,598.00
3,455-00

blast. end-The financial statement shows profits for the year 
ing May 31st of $375,Mo. After the payment of interest on 
bonds and special loan, $265,426, applied m reductionjt 
bond discount and expense, $6,800-, merger expense $9 5o5 - 
and provision for sinking fund on original bond issue $46, 
841 there was added to profit and loss account $46,566 W 
the’$359,807 at credit from the previous year, the total

102
$5,89400 
26,582.50 

500.00 
goo.00

cubic yards at $7-75Concrete, 3,430 
Steelwork 
Stop-logs and fittings

$406,955.$33,876.50Total cost of Dam
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The thickness of the foundation is 5 inches on residen
tial streets and 6 inches on business streets, the mix being 
1 to 7 of pit gravel obtained in the city, it being very suit
able for concrete work.

Instead of using broken stone spread over the surface of 
the concrete, as had been the custom of the paving com
panies, rammers with steel projections were used which 
gave the uneven surface necessary to bind the concrete with 
the top surface.

The cost has averaged about 12 cents per square yard for 
the grading, and 38 cents for the concrete foundations and 45 
cents per lineal foot for the curb and 'gutter. The average 
depth of the curb face has been 6 inches, and the width of 
the gutter 15 inches.

Concrete Street Pavements.—Speaking generally, the 
sub-soil of the city is sand and gravel, and very suitable for 
this class of pavement.

After the sub-grade is shaped it is rolled with a 15-ton 
steam road-roller. On this the concrete is placed and thor-

o u g h 1 y tamped, 
great care being 
taken to protect it 
from debris or from 
being walked upon 
by passers-by or 
the workmen on 
the pavement. The 
crown is shaped by 
a wooden template 
cut to the curve of 
the street, which 
on narrow pave
ments is worked 
from curb to curb, 
and on wider ones 
from the curb to a 
scantling 6 inches 
wide on top, 5 on 
bottom and 6 in
ches deep, placed 
in the centre of 
the street parallel 
with the curb.

This strip is 
afterwards remov
ed, the sides 
broken in and fill
ed with concrete, 
and the whole sur

face finished with a wooden float worked from a plank bridge 
extending from curb to curb, 
sand mixed 1 to 2 is spread over the surface in finishing.

All the cement used was subjected in the city engineer’s 
department to the standard tests prescribed by the Cana
dian Society of Civil Engineers, a Fairbanks testing ma
chine being used for the purpose.

The crown of these pavements is now determined by the 
following formula by Ernest McCullough, published in The 
Canadian Engineer May 26th, 1909 :

W (100-4P)

BRANTFORD CONCRETE PAVEMENTS.

By T. Harry Jones, M.Can.Soc.C.E., City Engineer.

Concrete Walks.—Brantford, I believe, was the first city 
in Canada to undertake as a municipal work, by day labor, 
the construction of its concrete sidewalks, 
walk was laid, in 1890, by the present overseer of streets, 
Mr. Hugh Howie, there have been constructed some seventy 
miles of walks, none of which have required renewal, and 
only four miles of which were1 let by contract.

Concrete Crossings.—In connection with the walks, a 
great many concrete street crossings were put down, and 
some of these laid twenty years ago are still in' good con- 

The top surface, which 
composed of 1 part of cement to i/4 of sand.

Private Concrete Driveways.—Some private driveways 
were also constructed, one put down in 1900 and subjected 
to the heavy traffic in connection with a wholesale ware
house, being in as 
good condition as 
when laid, 
was 12 feet in 
width, 6 inches in 
thickness, the top 
coat of 1% inches 
being mixed 1 to 1 
and being corru- 
gated every 6 
inches.

Since the first

% inches thick, wasdition. was

This

Concrete Bridge 
Floors. — In 1908 
the roadway of the 
concrete bridge, 85 
feet long and 16 
feet wide across 
the canal on Alfred 
Street, was 
with concrete. It 
was 6 inches in

laid

thickness, the top 
coat of if4 inches 
being composed of 
1 part of cement 

y2 of sand, 
with surface cor
rugations every 6 
inches. This is in

to

Concrete Pavements on Market Street, Brantford, Ont.
(Showing surface corrugations on an eight per cent, grade).

good condition and
is wearing well. The floor of a steel bridge laid this year by 
the Hamilton Bridge Works Co., leading to the waterworks, 
was constructed by the city in concrete. It is 75 feet in 
length and 16 feet wide and is a one-course pavement, formed 

mix with bank gravel, the thickness at the centre

A drier of dry cement and

being1 6% inches, and 4'A inches at the sides. An expansion 

joint is left in the centre filled with a M inch steel plate, 
with anchor bolts every three feet.

As regards permanent pavements, on our public streets, 
1908, the words of an old proverb 

certain roadway, with a
however, previous to

applicable, which spoke of a
undesirable locality, as being paved

were iC =
steep down-grade to an 
with “good intentions.”

Concrete Foundations, Curbs and Cutters.—In 1908 con
fer bitulithic and westru- 

including the concrete foundation, but

6000
C = crown in feet 
W = distance between curbs in feet, 
p = per cent, of longitudinal grade.
This works out a crown of 5 inches with a 26-foot pave

ment on a 1 per cent, grade.
The flat crown results in a more even distribution of 

the traffic over the surface of the street.

tracts were let on certain streets 
mite pavements, 
since that year the top surface only of this class of pavement 
has been let by contract, the city doing the grading, concrete 
foundation and curb and gutter, resulting in the saving of 
about 25 cents per square yard on the 50,000 yards laid.
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into double trackssingle track of the street railway curves 

at Colborne Street, the part between the tracks being paved 

with bricks.

Lome Crescent Pavement.—This is a one-course pave
ment laid in 1910, its length being 394 feet and its width 24 . 
féet. This is a two-course pavement 6 inches in depth, the 

bottom course of 4% inches being formed of 1 part of ce
ment to 4 of gravel and 'broken stone. The top course of 
1% inches is composed of 1 part of cement to ilA of clean 
sharp sand, and was put on immediately after the first course 
had been put in place.

Corrugations % inch in depth were left every 4 inches
at right angles to 
the street and af-

The depth of the concrete is 6 inches, being mixed in 
the proportion of 1 part of cement to 6 of pit gravel, the 
crown being 5 inches.

Transverse expansion joints, at right angles to the 
curbs were left about every 30 feet, some of the joints being 
filled with pitch, others with wood strips, and a 

No contraction joints were left.
few with 

No transneat cement, 
verse cracks have 
appeared in the 
pavement, but most 
of the blocks have 
developed longitud
inal cracks at the 
centre. The pave-

W& Ik" 6 ff-7f|pl§§Walk.
ford a sure foot
hold for horses.

This pavement, 
being at the inter
section of the two 
main business

of the city, is subjected to the heaviest traffic, 
expansion of contraction joints were left. A slight trans

crack has appeared on the lower part of the pavement

iL-æstâlllElll
Gravel \FïH/rrg'ns/rt/x. Si

----ISO".----------------- »)
Chestnut Avenue, Brantford.

f------------------A*'»'----------------T-----------
Plan Showing Section of Concrete Pavement on

ment, however, was
laid late in the year and
was 80 cents per square yard, which includes in every 
5 per cent, for engineering.

Chestnut Avenue Pavement.—The length of this pave
ment is 535 feet and its width 26 feet, 
pavement and was laid in iQ11 ■ 
runs from less than 1 per cent, at the upper end to 5 Per 

the lower end. The crown varies according to the 
grade, being about 5 inches at the upper end.

The depth of the pavement is 5 inches, the concrete be
ing composed of 1 part of cement to 5 parts of crushed 

Transverse joints, at right angles to, and
feet. The

Nocaught by the frost. The cost
case

streetswas

verse
above the bridge.

General Remarks.—The sand, gravel and broken stone 
used in our concrete work is from our own pits, drawn in

The road bed is rolled with a

It is a one-course
The grade of the street

Brantford dump wagons.
Brantford Waterous road roller, and the concrete mixed in 
a Brantford Goold, Shapley and Muir mixer. The cement is 
made by the Ontario Portland Cement Company of this 
city at their works at Blue Lake in this county, and Brant
ford labor alone in employed in the construction of these

cent, at

gravel and sand.
extending from curb to curb were left every 33 
joints were made by pine strips % of an inch wide at the 
top and 1 inch at the bottom, extending the full depth of the 
concrete. A contraction joint was left in the centre of the 
pavement parallel with the curb for a distance of no feet of

pavements.

It may
pleased with the concrete pavements which have been laid.

be stated generally that the citizens are well

Concrete Pavement on Lome Crescent, Brantford, Showing 
Expansion Joints.

also filled with woodenthe upper part of the street. This was
those used in the expansion joints.

the heavy teaming from the gravel pit 
the test of the last

Al-
strips similar to 
though subjected to 
at the foot of this street, and also to

cracks have developed, even in the part of 
contraction joint was left.

The cost is only about half that of the other kinds of per- 
pavements, the cost of maintenance is less, they aresevere winter, no 

the pavement where no
manent
lowjcrowned, less slippery and easily cleaned.

It is our intention in future work to try a protecting 
the contraction joints, as used in the Wayne County 
prevent the wearing at this point. The cost of the 

85 cents per square yard.

The white surface on residential streets, I consider at
tractive. If preferred, the surface can be colored.

It may be of interest to state that in addition to the 
cost of street intersections and exemptions on corner lots of 
half the total frontage (not exceeding 50 feet) that the city 
bears 40 per cent, of the cost of all pavements, and that the 
number of payments is extended over 10 or 15 years, accord
ing to the estimated life of the work.

plate at 
roads to 
pavement was

Market Street Pavement.—This pavement, laid this year, 
Colborne Street to the new reinforced concrete

feet and its width-extends from
Victoria bridge, its length being about 
from curb to curb 40 feet, the grade running from 8 per

cent, at the bridge.

200

AColborne Street to 5 P”cent, at

Laying Concrete Pavements at Brantford.
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With the introduction of street paving and 
munity waterworks and other evidences of civilization 
into our cities and towns, the vexing question of alleged 
inefficiency in the matter of various civic departments 
overlapping, with a net cash loss to the ratepayers, 
became more and more evident ; chief among these 
charges was the opening of recently paved streets for 
the laying of gas and water mains. In a Western city 
this old and time-worn question has cropped up, and 
one or two of the civic officials have striven to smooth 
out the ruffled tempers of the already overburdened tax
payers, and some of the points in their argument 
worthy of consideration. They contend that the 
of installation of water and gas services into vacant 
Jots prior to the erection of buildings is in excess of 
the paving repairs, and that the services and fittings 
lying in the ground are liable to deterioration and 
damage for their long burial, and they further contend 
that the holders of

com

are
cost

vacant property do not have the 
slightest idea as to what position thev desire the 
vices placed in.

ser

in a city in Eastern Canada some months ago an 
appropriation was made to cover the cost of 
water main, and the plans were prepared, showing the 

t''1' work was to follow, and a goodly portion

a new
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ROAD MAINTENANCE.Ebe Œanabîan Engineer
ESTABLISHED 1B93. The maintenance and repair of roads after they 

constructed is most important. There is little use in 
constructing new highways if they are not to be kept 
in the best of repair. The methods and experience of 
the New York State Commission of Highways is of 
interest in this connection, for they have at the present 
time upwards of 3,151 miles of State and county high
ways to be maintained. Many of these highways 
constructed in the early years of road-building in the 
State, and of a material and character of construction 
that at that time was supposed to be the best. Just 
when it was thought that the problem of good roads 
had been solved, along came the automobile and its 
destructive accompaniment, as far as the highway 
face is concerned.

The Commission state that after the use of various 
experimental materials they find that the more recently 
constructed macadam highways, with a bituminous 
binder, and those which have been resurfaced with 
similar top dressings, can be maintained under the 
patrol system at a minimum expense.

The cost of maintenance throughout the State ap
pears to us abnormally large, the average cost per mile 
appropriated for 1912 being $926. About 1,000 miles 
of the 3,151 miles under maintenance, however, 
being given a top course of fine stone or gravel and 
oil treatment.

The extension of the improvement of the highway 
system of the State has called into existence a class 
of traffic which was never contemplated in the original 
scheme. This is the use of traction engines in hauling 
heavily loaded cars and in the use of motor trucks. As 
a result, the roads, where regular freight lines of 
trucks have sprung into existence between large towns, 
and which were not built for such traffic, 
destroyed. The Commission suggest that the time has 
arrived when legislation should determine the economi
cal limit of load per inch of tire.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

of the pipe went up a residential street that was to be 
repaved, owing to the unsightly and unsafe condition 
of the asphalt owing to numerous openings and patch
ings The pavement was stripped and a beautiful new 
coating of asphalt replaced, but the same was down 
only a few days when a deep trench was cut to allow 
of the placing of the water main. This was some weeks 
aero, but at the present time the trench is covered with 
the torn blocks, which are supposed to act as weigh s 
and compress the earth back into a sufficient degree 
of hardness to permit repairs. In the case of this water- 

other cases where this unnecessary 
has been done, there have

desir-

LICHT COMPRESSION MEMBERS.

read with much interest the valuable dis-Sir,—I have .
cussion by the Western Society of Engineers on Light Com
pression Members” printed in The Canadian Engineer. 
The variety of opinions is not only interesting, but valuable 
to all those who read your paper. Permit me to add how- 

opinion which Seems to me to have been overlookedever, an 
in the discussion.

which column design isOne of the assumptions on
based, whether long or short, is that, assuming a centrally 
applied load, the stress is uniformly distributed over the 

of the member, and that, assuming an ec-
uniformly varying

main, and in many 
and unbusinesslike work
been considerable expanse of lawn offered 
able location for the pipes, but these apparentiy do not 

with favor, probably owing to there being no

as a
sectional area
centrally applied load, the stress is of a

know from experiment that the distribu
te sectional area of a single piece of

distribution. Wemeet
newly-laid pavement to rip up. tion of stress over .

metal in simple tension is not uniformly distributed, but is 
the edges of the section. Therefore, it would not 

that the distribution of
greater at
be at all unreasonable to assume

in compression would be higher at the edges than atTECHNICAL SCHOOLS. stress 
the centre.

Looking at the matter in this way, one can easily see 
why the “built-up” member should fail by wrinkling of the 
plates between the rivets at a unit stress which we suppose 
to be much less than it really is.

The spacing of rivets in “built-up” compression mem- 
the assumption that the plate between the

remarks made by Mr. Walter Dixon, in his 
presidential address to the West of Scotland Iron and 
Steel Institute (to which reference was made in a recent 
issue of the London Times,) regarding the questionable 
benefits conferred upon manual workers by schools and 
technical colleges are based upon enquiries made in 
dustrial districts throughout the British Isles among 
those who control many thousands of workpeople, they 
must be accepted as evidence that in the opinion of a 
proportion of employers most of the book-work beyond 
the rudiments of reading, writing, and arithmetic is 

for manual laborers ; and they must be taken 
the additional educational facilities

As the

bers is based on .
rivets acts like a short column, and is limited in length, i.e., 

rivets along the axis of the column—the distance between 
by the ratio of i/r, which, coupled with the assumption of 
a uniform distribution of stress, goes to make up the present 
theory of rivet spacing in columns. A theory based on an 
assumption of higher stress at the edge of the section wou 

allowable rivet pitch per given thickness
state of

superfluous 
as indicating that
scarcely afford real aid even to foremen, charge 
and other leaders in the workshops. In general terms 
this criticism may be said to accord with certain of the 
facts but as an argument against those additional edu
cational facilities it fails to convince, for the reason, 
recognized by Mr. Dixon, that the educational schemes 
in the Old Country, as applied to the industrial classes, 
have purposes beyond those appertaining to wage
earning, and in the main the United Kingdom is the 
healthier, the cleaner, and the happier for them. Con
sequently the “bread alone” principle cannot be ac
cepted as a basis for criticism of a system of education 
for industrial localities. There is need, however, that 
great watchfulness should be exercised in regard to 
reading, writing, and arithmetic, for with the advance 
of mechanical appliances, instruments of precision, and 
manufacturing processes, the demand for proficienc m 
these subjects is daily increasing. If it can be sh wn 
that the teaching of additional' subjects is detrimenta 
to the acquisition of those cardinal elements o sc 100 
work, the system stands condemned. The average em
ployer, knowing humanity, however, will probably ex- 

the opinion that blame is due less to the teaching-

lead to a shorter
of cover-plate, and hence a much safer design, a 
affairs which we will probably reach sometime in the light 
of further experimental evidence.

men,

Yours very truly,
I. F. MORRISON,

University of Alberta, Edmonton South, Nov. 23, 1912.

Sir,—I have read with interest Mr. I. F. Morrison’s 
the discussion of “Light Compression Mem-comment on

bers” by the Western Society of Engineers, which was re
cently published in The Canadian Engineer.

The effect of possible inequality of stress distribution 
over the cross section, apart from that due to eccentricity, 
imperfect materials or poor workmanship, is no doubt con
siderable, as Mr. Morrison points out.

at the edges of a com-His assumption that the stress
member will be greater than at the centre, how

to be well founded.
pression

The fact thatever, does not appear 
this is true for a simple piece subjected to- tension in a test
ing machine is no indication that the same thing will be true 
of an ordinary column. The method of fastening a tension 
piece in a testing machine is largely responsible for the in- 

distribution, the grips applying the load

press
than to the learning.

equality of stress 
to the edges of the piece instead of uniformly over the cross-
section.EDITORIAL COMMENT. unit of area isOut assumption of uniform stress per 
based on the application of the load to all parts of the cross- 
section in equal measure. If the load is applied at a point 
on the cross-section, manifestly all fibres cannot be stressed 
equally. The elasticity of the material of itself, apart from 
the effect of slag threads, seams and longitudinal cleavage

The current issue of the “Electrical Review,” of 
London, England, has come to hand. With this issue 
our contemporary celebrates its fortieth anniversary. 
We extend our heartiest congratulations to the journal, 
with best wishes for its continued success.

o ^
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planes, precludes the transference of the load so as to give 
a uniform stress. The fibres close to the point of applica
tion of the load will be heavily stressed while those remote 
from it will bear a lighter stress. It would thus appear that 
with a central load on a column, considered as applied prac
tically at a point, the outer edges would be stressed less than 
the portion of the cross-section directly under, or near, the 
point. For loads applied at other points than the centre of 
gravity of the column, the stress would vary in a similar 
manner, being most intense at the point of application of 
the load and least intense at the point most remote from it.

Yours very truly,
C. R. YOUNG,

Consulting Structural Engineer. 
318 Continental Life Building, Toronto, Nov. 30, 1912.

freezing has been recorded by various authors, but it has 
generally been attributed to lack of care in preparing the 
material. Buckley evidently considered such results 
lous, for he explains them as due to imperfect cubes or 
to the manner of operating the testing machines. Merrill 
gives a table in which five stones out of fifteen increase in 
strength, but he does not offer any explanation of the ap
parent anomaly.

Mr. Parks explains the phenomenon as being due to 
the formation of fine fragments in the interior of the

result of solution and the disintegration due to freezing 
and thawing, followed by a subsequent recementation of 
the fine particles. He has actually observed this 
tion as follows :—

anoma-

stone
as a

cementa-

At the time the old lithographic quarries near Mar
mora, Ont., were in operation, the fine dust obtained in 
working the stone was barreled with the intention of using 
it as a polishing material. Several of these barrels 
left in the mill, and by the simple process of becoming 
damp and drying out, protected from both sun and rain, 
the contents have been converted into a solid mass rivaling 
the stone itself in hardness.

Two specimens of almost identical appearance, one of 
which gained in strength under freezing test, while the 
other lost materially, were reduced to powder, wetted, raised 

temperature of too0, again wetted and allowed to soak 
for a few hours.
C., the pellet obtained from the 
strength showed a very much greater coherence than that 
from the other.

Elsewhere in the report, in giving the detailed descrip
tion of the Marmora quarries, the author

were
THE FREEZING TEST OF STONE.

The Mines Branch, Department of Mines of Canada, 
is making a complete reconnaissance of Canadian stone re
sources, and Vol. 1, covering the southern part of the Pro
vince of Ontario, has just been issued by the Department. 
Professor W. A. Parks prepared this report. Most of the 
stones were tested, and in this work the following obser
vations were made :—

The freezing test which was applied to the samples of 
stone is described in the report as follows :—

A 2-in. cube was carefully prepared and dried in the 
air-bath at a temperature of no° C. for 24 hours, after 
which it was allowed to cool in a desiccator and was then 
weighed. The cube was then saturated with water under 
reduced pressure for 36 hours, after which it was exposed 
to 40 alternate freezings and thawings. The specimen was 
again dried in the air-bath, and crushed in precisely the 
same manner as the unfrozen samples of the same stone.

The freezing test in this form is not considered by 
Mr. Parks to be entirely satisfactory, as the soaking in 
water is likely to make the stone contain very much more 
water than it would contain when ordinarily exposed to the 
weather, and, therefore, the conditions of the freezing test 
are not closely parallel to natural conditions. On the other 
hand, to make a freezing test on stone when containing 
only a normal amount of water was regarded as imprac
ticable because its moisture would be so low as to require 
a very great number of freezings and thawings to give 
appreciable results. In default of something better the 
above described method was adopted. It is thought to give 
results of only very approximate value ; i.e., the figures
obtained from the freezing test should not be interpreted 
directly as a gauge of the weather-resisting or freezing- 
resisting power of the stone.

The following remarks on the general results of this 
freezing test are given :—

In the case of granites, gneisses, crystalline limestones, 
and marbles, there was a uniform loss of strength, but in 
the case of the limestones and sandstones, while the ma
jority of the specimens lost in strength, there were some 
which increased to an appreciable degree. As there could 
not well be an instrumental error to account for the high 
result of the frozen specimens, new cubes were made of 
the stones in question and the crushing strength of the 
unfrozen sample again determined with the greatest nicety 
possible. In every instance a result nearly identical with 
the original test was obtained, so that we are forced to 
conclude that, in some cases, stone actually increases in 
strength by being subjected to the operations described.

It is not to be inferred that the freezing and thawing 
has produced this result ; the explanation more likely lies 
in the heating and drying. An increase in strength after

to a
On being raised to a temperature of uo°

stone which gained in

says :—
It is an interesting fact that the shavings from the 

planers if wetted and allowed to stand' 
considerable strength.

The relation of this observed cementing of the 
powder to the result of the freezing tests is summarized by 
the author as follows, with an observation also on the effect 
upon strength of wetting the stone :—

set to a cement of

stone

If it should be definitely established that the operations 
of drying, freezing and thawing, and again drying, tend 
to raise the crushing strength of certain stones, it follows 
that the recorded loss of strength does not really repre
sent the loss due to freezing, but that loss less an increase 
due to the resetting of the disrupted particles.

In this connection may be mentioned the fact that 
of the sedimentary stones lose appreciably in strength on 
being wetted ; this loss of strength is due to the softening 
of the cementing material, which holds the grains together. 
On again drying, the stone assumes its original hardness 
and coherence.

most

RAILROADS AND VANCOUVER.

It was stated in the city this week that the Grand Trunk 
Pacific was in the market for canneries, something along 
the same line as the principals of the Canadian Northern.

The Canadian Pacific Railway has big works on its 
hands. It will erect a large office building in Victoria for 
its own accommodation. In Vancouver, it is stated that the 
Canadian Pacific Railway is calling in on its wharfage. Mr. 
R. V. Winch has about 100 feet of Canadian Pacific Railway 
wharf frontage, while the Union Steamship Company has 
another section immediately east of that. Notice has been 
given Mr. Winch that the Canadian Pacific Railway will 
want the piece he occupies, and it is thought it is only a 
matter of time before the Canadian Pacific Railway will 
want all it holds. The railway company now occupies 
wharves equal to the frontage of nine city blocks, and this 
does not take into account a jetty several hundred feet long.
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The rails used are steel T-beams shree and a half inches 
broad, and three-eighths of an inch thick, and scientifically 
trussed to prevent sagging. The car is held securely to the 
rail by means of four sets of grooved wheels firmly clamped 
both above and below the rail, so that there is no danger of

AN AERIAL TROLLEY CAR.

By L. McCully Edholm.

Although suspended cars have been used successfully in
features have it jumping the track.

Another interesting point is the tilting planes to lighten 
the car by air pressure when it is in motion, and also an 
apparatus to lower and raise the cars

Germany for a number of years, many 
been devised in the aerial trolley system at Burbank, Cali
fornia.

new

at the stations.The car is torpedo shaped with a framework of steel
It is claimed that this trolley line is 

much more economical to install, costing 
per mile and 

It has many ad-
approximately $2,000
$1,500 for each car. 
vantages over the old systems, as it can 
be built over hills and across rough

the levelcountry as easily as on 
stretches, the height of the track being 
regulated by the length of the pole. In 
fact, part of the Burbank system 
a ravine by means of poles of various

crosses

heights.
Mr. Fawkes is now considering the 

building of a double-track line between 
of the suburbanLos Angeles and one

For commercial purposes his 
idea is to have a five-track system, the 
lower tracks for local transportation,
while the upper one is for a “flyer.”

with all

towns.

Trolley Car Ready for Operation, at Burbank, Cal.Fig. 1.—View of Aerial
This system will do away

under the pre-congestion and collisions, so common
covered with aluminum. It is fifty feet long, seats fifty-six 
persons, and has carried capacity load with ease.

The chief difference between this and other aerial cars 
is that it is driven by a six-foot propeller of unusual 
struction, having two fan-shaped blades of sheet metal, on

street
sent conditions, as all grade crossings are 
and the cars will be suspended at a height of twelve feet or

to be eliminated

above the street.
Mr. Fawkes has proven his success 

number of electrical devices which have 
fortable fortune.

morecon- inventor by a 
him a com

as an 
won

ribs of steel tubing.
To serve in case of accident to the propeller and engine 

on the back of the car, a second propeller and motor will be 
This can also be used to double the A NEW STEEL SCREW STEAMER.placed on the front.

, if desired, or to hold back on down grades by revers-power
A successful launch took place from the Neptune Works 

of Swan, Hunter & Wigham Richardson, Limited, on Thurs
day, the yth ult. The vessel launched is a fine steel screw 
steamer which is being constructed to the order of the Cork 
Steam Ship Co., Limited, of Cork, and is the 24th steamer 
built and engined for that company at the Neptune Works. 

The vessel is 285 ft. in length by 38 ft. beam, and is
deadweight on 19% ft.

ing its motion.
This unique propeller is far more efficient than the kind

It isused on aeroplanes because of its large surface, 
operated by a four-cylinder 25-h.p. gas engine, such as is 
used in automobiles. The propeller is capable of one thou
sand revolutions per minute and on a long stretch of track

designed to carry over 2,700 tons
draft. She is being built to attain the highest class in

the classification of Lloyds registry.
The propelling machinery is also being constructed at 

the Neptune Works, and consists of a set of triple expansion 
engines supplied with steam by two boilers, and will prope 
the vessel at a speed of 11 knots per hour.

The steamer will be amply provided with the latest and 
most improved loading and discharging gear, including 
seven steam cranes, steam winch, etc., for her service in the 
line carried by the Cork Steam Ship Company between 

Manchester and Dutch and Belgium Ports.

mean

Liverpool, —
As the vessel left the ways she was named the Vanel- 

lus,” the christening ceremony being gracefully performed 
by Miss M. E. Pease, of Middleton Lodge, Middleton I yas, 
niece of Mr. Joseph Pike, the chairman of the Cork Steam 
Ship Company, Limited.

Fig. 2.—View of Fan-shaped Propeller.

it is claimed that the car can easily make one hundred miles 
an hour

Miss Pease and Miss DorothyAmongst those present were 
Pease Mrs. Finch, Mrs. F. Christie, Mr. J. D. Christie, Mr. 
G. F. Tweedy, Mr. G. B. Richardson, Mr. Rendait, Captain 
More, of Liverpool, marine superintendent to the Cork S> 
Co., and Mr. J. A. Flockhart, of Liverpool, their superin
tendent engineer.

The track in use at present is six hundred feet long and 
it built on the estate of the inventor, Mr. J. W. Fawkes. 
These t acks are supported on posts, some of steel and 
some of wood, with cross beams to correspond. This is in 
order to test both kinds.
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF A WEST AFRICAN 
RAILWAY.

If ahead of their work they will often help the carriers to 
get their loads up. A head boy or a second head boy will 
not, however, give any such assistance in the same way as 
a head woman will. If there is no other assistance at hand 
the carriers help one another, and will stoop down with their 
loads on their heads to assist each other.

The placing of the construction of the Accra-Akwapim 
Railway, in West Africa, in the hands of a contractor was 
an entirely new departure on. the part of the Colonial Gov
ernment. Previously all the railway construction in both the 
Gold Coast Colony and the adjacent colonies had been car
ried out by their respective governments departmentally, 
and a departure from that practice was looked upon as an 
experiment. Mr. William Martin Murphy, of Dublin, Ire
land, was the successful tenderer, the official notification of 
which fact was sent him under date November 3rd, 1908.

Exactly one month afterwards the first party of engineers 
and foremen overseers sailed from Liverpool, arriving at 
Accra on the 20th December.

The construction of the work was described in a paper 
by Mr. G. M. Harriss, read before the Institution of Civil En
gineers, of Ireland, recently. The following details are ab
stracted from that paper :

Amongst the West African natives are men gifted with 
intelligence of a high order, and in Accra are to be found

Most of the stone-breaking for the concrete was done 
by female labor. The women are particularly fond of this 
work, though not very expert at it. They are, however, 
more satisfactory at the stone-breaking than boys, as they 
like the work and are more industrious.

The women like working, and are keen on making 
money; but they are independent of this class of labor. 
There is no poverty in the country ; neither men, women 
nor children need go hungry. The ordinary rates for women 
is 25 cents per day, and for boys from 30 cents to 36 cents. 
Skilled native labor is dear—good carpenters get up to 
$1.20, blacksmiths and fitters more than this. The ordinary 
laborers come from various tribes, speaking different lan
guages. Nearly all speak and understand a kind of English, 
only to be learned on the coast.

The ordinary hours of work were from 6 a.m. to 11 a.m., 
and from 1 p.m. to 5.30 p.m. Satur
day was a half-holiday, work ceasing 
at 1 o’clock. This made a 54 hours’ 
week.4i:L- On ruuty fro-nd Affnp or Aormrrpit 

sdou/d te made at Mown. tmJomrâê/ widtA /

— Ordinary Ear/h Embankment— 

— an Lever, Ground—

Mi^ir
The first sod of the railway was > 

cut on January 7th, 1909. The rail
way runs due north for a distance of 
thirty-nine miles into the Akwapim 
district, - where the cocoa plantations 
commence.

The site of the railway terminus 
is situated a mile and a half from the 
coast, in the hollow of a valley about 
fifteen feet above sea-level. A small 
branch line was constructed from an 
existing line, about two miles in 
length, already laid down for convey
ing stone for the harbor works. This 
put the new terminus in rail com
munication with the beach and break
water, which was a first necessity, 
the available space at the beach be

ing so limited that nothing could be stacked there, and all 
had to be cleared every day.

The country a few miles from the coast is densely 
covered with thick bush, which must have presented tre
mendous difficulties to the railway surveyor.

In the flying surveys through the bush some surveyors 
gain a great deal of information, and save a good deal of 
clearing, by the use of aneroid barometers, with assistants 
at either side, each assistant being furnished with a speak
ing trumpet, through which the barometer readings are 
transmitted to the surveyor—he taking the bearings judging 
direction from the sound.

For the finished survey a rough clearing was made along 
the centre-line with pegs at every chain (66 feet), and, where 
possible, the apex of each curve was marked by a concrete 
block, about 18 inches square and 2 feet 6 inches long, 
standing 18 inches above the ground.

These blocks were numbered, and so permanently mark
ed the most important points for after reference.

The original survey, as well as the plans and specifica
tions were prepared by the joint consulting engineers to the 
government, Messrs. R. Elliott-Cooper and Frederick Shel- 
ford, of London.

It may here be mentioned that the actual construction 
of the line was governed by the fact that the standard weight

#
■ ■4if. d of forma/mn /na/

V

-"Jr^ \ — Embankment on Curve..—

7'K

Sections Showing Types of Construction.

craftsmen of nearly every kind, who, with a little direction, 
are capable of turning out excellent work.

The ordinary laborers take to pick and shovel work well. 
They will not, however, under any circumstances, use wheel
barrows ; everything is carried on their heads.

Female labor is available, and was largely used for car
rying of all kinds, including the water for the concrete, the 

when mixed, and the earth from the cuttings andconcrete
for the banks. The women are very satisfactory, and are, as a 
rule, more industrious than the men. 
ever, go far from the towns or villages.

The earth is carried in baskets holding about 55 lbs. 
when heaped up ; the usual average working quantity would 
be between 30 and 40 lbs. Native-made baskets can be pro
cured readily ; they are made from a strong vegetable fibre 
Plaited, but they are neither so strong nor so well liked by 
the natives themselves as specially imported English baskets.

of a wicker-work construction, and last much 
Both the water and the

They will not, how-

These are
longer than the native baskets, 
mixed concrete are carried in ordinary galvanized iron
buckets.

One or two head-women go with each gang of twenty or 
They usually give a hand in lifting the loaded baskets 

on to the carriers’ heads. The boys do the pick and shovel 
work, fill the baskets, make the concrete, and fill the buckets.

more.
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provided with large cast-ironAll the bungalows are 
water tanks.

This is necessary,
Europeans and the 
the roofs of their bungalows 
stored in tanks.

By the middle of February, 1909, laborers in gangs of 
from ,00 to 200 boys were working at the clearing and earth

works, and gradually these were -
different sections over the entire line, 

man, who was responsible to the engineers, looked after one 
and sometimes two of these gangs. As to the enginee , 
the line was divided into two sections, each under a district 
engineer responsible to the chief engineer.

time that the clearing and earthworks
working at the Accra terminus

for transport is limited to what the natives can carry on 
their heads, on account of the tsetse fly which abounds in
land and makes the use of beasts of burden impossible. T e 
transport of tip wagons and the horses to work them and 
the transport of locomotives before the rails are laid is . e e 
fore impossible. This causes an important departure from 
the ordinary practice, almost universal everywhere in rail
way work, of so setting out the line that the material taken 
from the cuttings bears a reasonable proportion to that re
quired for the banks. The banks are in this case formed by 
digging trenches or “borrow” pits at both sides. These are 
kept well clear of the finished toes. The earth from the bor
row pits goes to make the banks. The material from the 
cuttings is rarely or never used in banks, and goes to spoi .

Under these conditions the making of a 
cubic yard about half'that for a cutting, and of course 
cuttings there is alwavs the danger of meeting rock, in which 

will be multiplied by five or six. These facts 
of the railway and show their mark

fresh water supply for the 
better class natives is that gathered from 

and houses, when it rains, and

as the

increased until there were 
A white

gangs on

were
At the same 

going on large gangs were 
and the station buildings.

bank costs per 
in the

In the year 1909 the wet season was not a very severe 
one, and good progress was made at both the clearing an 
earthworks. When culverts were necessary, gaps or open
ings were left in the banks, and, as far as possible the cul
verts were afterwards put in, in advance of the track-laying 
using the line as much as possible to bring up the material 
for the culverts. But where the culverts were large, the 
openings for them were provided with temporary crossings 
to prevent holding up the linking-in gang.

______y.S c-ai

case the cost
influence the building 
on the finished work. The engineer in search of a cheap 
line avoids all the cuttings he can, and does not care how

The following are thefar they under-proportion the banks, 
figures for the first twenty miles section of this railway :—

Miles. Cu. Yds. 
4.67 
3-ii 

12.25

<rFormation” (level with the ground) • •
Cutting ....................................................
Bank ..................................................

28,070
222,098

I

4that the cuttings only provide some 12 
material required for the banks, even if it

It will be seen *0,ls .nmtrJs !'"25

per cent, of the 
were used in them. As a matter of fact none of it was.

It is provided that the banks have a camber below the 
important that this camber be made in

stand-It is veryballast.
the first instance and maintained while the banks are

the water from collecting in

!

ing for settlement ; it prevents
pools or small lakes, which eventually break out in a 
down the slopes, and these streams in the heavy tropical 

become small rivers, cutting gullets, often five or six 
During the rains these gullets 

They have to be carefully watched and
and soft, and

tr+jM -v* ***"# 72 ***stream

rains Steel Sleeper.feet deep, in a short time, 
give great trouble.
stopped, especially when the banks are
uncovered by vegetation. This camber will not remain after 
ballasting, as practically all the first ballast will go down to 
formation level, and below it, when the traffic starts.

After twelve months’ maintenance, with a

as theThe linking-in was started from Accra as soon
rate to allow of the cul-

new
banks had settled, but at an easy 
verts being completed, and avoid over-running them.

until early in December, 1909, that much 
this work ; but throughout that month

This
It was not

reasonable pressure was put on
the linking-in was done at the rate of a mile a day. 
appears to be about the amount for efficient and economical 
progress, when rail head gets much beyond ten miles from 
the stacked material, except under very favorable circum- 

where there is flat and open country and a 
available for the locomotives,

train service over the first twenty miles section, the writer 
found from his own experience that three times the origina 
ballast provided for in the contract was added. In some 
cases, such as in cuttings, and where the formation was 
hard, there would not be so much, but in some of the banks, 

taken from the borrow pits, it was of a 
four times the original

stances, such as 
reasonable supply of water 
when, perhaps, another quarter mile might be added.

When the line is practically all carried on banks with 
stiff gradients and many curves, such as exist on the Accra- 
Akwapin line, a mile forward is a very good day s wor 1. 
The trouble is not so much to get the actual hnging-m done 
as to get the material to the plate-layers.

The gauge is 3 ft. 6 in., the weight of rails is 45 lbs. 
per yard, and the steel sleepers weigh 72 lbs. The latter 
are rather too heavy for one 'boy to carry, though there a e

them with ease. The rails

where the earth was 
soft and spongy nature, and up to 
quantity of ballast was required in places.

The buildings at the Accra terminus are of a substantial 
concrete construction, and include a fine main station build
ing and a building containing the manager’s office and the 
general offices. There are also a large engine shed and re
pair shops, fitted with a 25 h.p. oil engine and a good supply 
of machine tools, and a well-equipped smithy, in addition 
to separate buildings for a general goods store and railway

There is also a numbers of them who do carry
feet long, and eleven sleepers go

to centre of sleepers 2 feet 9^ inches for 30
Ballast is not

All these are of concrete.
feet long, of steel and iron, with two 

In addition, there are large bungalows for

to the length—dis-supply store, 
carriage shed, 250
lines of rails. _
the first-class officers, smaller bungalows for the European 
foremen, and quarters for the native staff—all being included 

in the contract.

are 30 
tance centre
feet rail, and 2 feet 2 inches at the joints, 
easily got along the line, and is only to be found in a few 
places where pits have been made, and these average up o 
5 miles apart. On that account the track was first laid 
direct on the formation level. Light engines were used to 
bring up the rails and sleepers, and these were broug

The rain-water from the roofs of the station buildings 
is led by stone-ware pipes to the principal underground tank 
shown in the illustrations.
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From 3 miles o chains the level rises in easy gradients 
The country then gets more un-up to 7 miles 63 chains, 

even, and is more or less covered with bush, but is still 
fairly open. At this point, which is the site of the first in
termediate station—Dome—the level is about 79 fee* above 
the flats. The line then rises with a gradient of 1 in 80 up 
to 8 miles 42 chains, then with an easy gradient down for 

It again rises to 9 miles 48 chains, when there30 chains.
is a depression, which the line crosses on a bank 7 feet high, 
with a gradient of 1 in 80—the line at this point being 55 
feet above Dome station, or a total of 134 feet above the 
flats. It was between this point, 9 miles 48 chains, and the 
harbor line crossing that the most trouble with floods was 
afterwards experienced. From that point there is a stiff pull 
— i in 80—up to 11 miles 14 chains to the top of a range of 
hills which
be crossed in getting from the coast to the interior. At the 
top there is a deep cutting mostly rock. This cutting is at

These hills mustparallel to the coast line.runs

along the track as fast as it was linked-in by the plate-laying 
gang. In this way the distance the fails had to be carried 
by the boys was kept as short as possible. The sleepers 
were usually thrown oiï, to be picked up and carried well 
ahead, when they were carefully laid on the formation square 
to the centre line and the correct distance apart. From ten 
to fourteen boys take a rail from the loaded truck, hold it 
above their heads, and carry it direct to its place, laying it 
on the sleepers to the satisfaction of the plate-layers. The 
plate-layers with their bars cant the rail, getting it under 
the clips of the sleepers. Considerable practice is necessary 
to do this quickly, and only well-trained gangs are of any 
use at the work. The bank at each side of the material train 
is reserved for the rail-carriers—the sleeper-carriers must
go on the outside, either at the bottom of the bank or as 
best they can. As soon as a pair of rails are in place and 
fished up by the plate-layers the material train moves for
ward. The keying-up is usually left over for a more con
venient time.

When three or four miles of linking-in had been done 
that work was stopped, and the ballast, which had been 
previously got ready at the ballast-pits, where separate 'gangs 
were engaged, was loaded and distributed over the length, 
and the first lift party, usually gangs of 100 to 200 boys, 
put in the ballast with a first lift from 8 inches to 10 inches. 
The remainder of the ballast was put in later in three or 
more lifts of from 3 inches to 4 inches each. A permanent 
gang was then left to maintain the line—the number varying 
from 4 to 6 to the mile ; one native plate-layer with second 
man being in charge of a three-mile section, with a Euro
pean plate-layer in charge of six or more gangs.

From the terminus the main line runs level for half a 
mile, then through a soft rock cutting, with a gradient of 
1 in 100 falling 11 feet, to where the harbor line crosses 
and from that point the formation is level up to 2 miles 2 
chains over open country and flats of grass land, 
flats in places are marshy, the average height of the bank 
over them is about 3 feet, 
mile at a slightly higher level, when the line is merely for
mation or level with the surface of the ground.

These

The flats continue for another

a level of 216 feet above Accra terminus, and is the highest 
point on the line.

There is a long gradient of 1 in 80 down again to Ensaki 
Swamp at 13 miles o chains, then a rise to 15 miles, the site 
of the second station—Amasama—which is at the top of a 
second lower range of hills, 
cooler sea breezes are lost, and the heat is much more in
tense—Ensaki being particularly hot and close in the middle 
of the day.

From Amasama the country is of a more undulating 
nature—thick and close bush continues in N’Sawam, and im
mediately after N’Sawam the forest is reached.

At the end of December the rails were laid for the first 
27 miles, and in May practically the whole of this length 
was ballasted and packed, and was in good running order 
as far as N’Sawam.

The wet season of 1910, which started on June 6th, was, 
however, the most severe remembered, no less than 18 inches 
of rain fell between June 6th and 18th. This quantity very 
frequently represents the total rain-fall at Accra for a year. 
The whole of the Achimotah valley, through which the line 
runs, was one great running river. The banks were carried 
away at 5 miles, 5 miles 27 chains, and 5 miles 47 chains, 
and in many other places they were totally submerged.

In the wet season of the year 1908 this valley was quite 
dry. In 1909 very little water ran through it. These great 
floods were quite unexpected, and did tremendous damage to 
the line, making it quite impossible to get any material up, 
so that all progress was stopped for a time, As soon as it 
was possible every effort was made to repair the damage. 
Where the banks were carried away timber sleepers were 
built up in the form of cribs to support the lines, and open
ings were left.
Crete foundations, abutments, and wing walls for permanent 
openings could be put in without interruption to the traffic. 
Rail girders, consisting each of nine rails packed together, 
were used to carry the line over the cribs.

Early in August, 1910, through communication was 
again established, and on the 27th of August the line was 
publicly declared open for traffic as far as N’Sawam.

The original contract provided for a line to Mangoosi, 
and the earthworks were completed and the rails laid to 
that point, but the ballasting was stopped at a point one and 
a quarter miles short of Mangoosi, as it was then practically 
decided that an extension would be made to the town of 
Komfrodua, about fourteen miles further on : under those 
altered conditions the original site for the Mangoosi station 
was not suitable, and a new site on the opposite side of the 
hill upon which the town stands was selected.

Pending a final decision as to the extension, this line 
remains unfinished for the last mile and a quarter from the 
point where the route to the proposed new station site would 
commence.

In the meantime, the end of the line, as far as regular 
passenger and goods traffic is concerned, is at present at 
Pakro, which is thirty-four miles from Accra, or six miles 
beyond N’Sawam, and the contractor, under 
with the Gold Coast government, is working the line 
this length.

It is difficult, if not practically impossible, in the first 
survey, in tropical countries to reasonably estimate the effect 
of heavy rain-falls, especially where, as at Accra, the natives 
can give no reliable information of any kind on the point, 
and no previous records are to be found, and observation 
of old watercourses and flood-water marks are also impos
sible, owing to the luxuriance of the tropical growth which 
conceals all evidence of previous floods.

In consequence of these June floods it was found neces
sary to increase the openings under the line either by addi-

After passing 11 miles the

The cribs were so arranged that the con-

agreement 
over
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All the engines take water at Accra, which is taken 

from the well. When water is scarce the well is kept con
tinually pumped to get the best supply, and the large under
ground tank is kept filled. Both are drawn from when the 
demand is heavy ; when not heavy the underground tank is

substituting , culverts of greater widthtional openings or by 
for those originally constructed.

the flood-water openings, the banks were 
miles of the line, principally through the 

twenty-three miles and

In addition to
raised over several 
Achimotah Valley, but also near

over
filled up.

which is above N’Sawam. always enoughthe Pom-Pom swamp,
The whole of the above work, including the addition of 

the bridges and the raising of the banks, was done without 
interruption of the daily traffic.

readily understood that the Successful carry- 
i«g out of such an undertaking as the building of a railway 
in West Africa largely depended upon the perfect organiza
tion at home, as the mail boats take seventeen days in the 
passage from England, and the cargo boats five weeks. One 
large ship, containing a supply of coal for the engines, was 
wrecked on the coast, and the work would have been much 
hampered if there had not been a reserve supply on hand. 
Another cargo ship, containing some materials for the rail
way, was lost with all hands and never heard of. Every
thing that may be conceivably wanted has to be sent wit a 
margin to spare, and well in advance of requirements. 
Great precision and a highly-organized system directed from 
home is an absolute necessity to prevent the work from com- 
ing periodically to a standstill. Everything require or 
railway track and station building construction, and for 
housing provisioning, and furnishing for the staff had to be 
anticipated and sent out in advance, so as to be availab e

During the dry season of ign there was 
fresh water from this source for the railway requirements,

for the harbor worksand frequently there was some to spare 
where they were at times very badly off, and were obliged to 
get fresh water brought from N’Sawam by rail.

There is a good supply of fresh water at N’Sawam, 
which is on the Densu River, and also a fair supply at Rn- 
sake Swamp, 13 miles. At these two places there are tanks 
fitted for watering the engines.

The joint consulting engineers for the line are Messrs.
Frederick Shelford, of London. The 

Mr. Arthur J.

It will be

R. Elliott Cooper and 
resident engineer is Mr. Douglas Grey.
Salter represents Mr. Muphy on the Gold Coast, and Mr. 1. 
E. Etlinger is his chief engineer.

REPORT ON HAMILTON SEWAGE DISPOSAL 
WORKS.

A report was made recently on the sedimentation tank, 
which is located in the north-east corner of the city of Ham-

Provincial Bacteriologist. Dr.when required. ilton, by Dr. John Amyot,
Amyot visited the plant in the early part of November, and 
on November 23rd made his report to Dr. McCullough, Sec- 

of the Provincial Board of Health. The following is

officers and quarters for the men and 
sent out in sections

Bungalows for tne 
a fully-equipped hospital building were
ready for erection. 

The rolling
retary
the text of the report :—stock for the construction consisted of two 

6-wheeled locomotives (duplicates) with outside cylinders, 
12-inch diameter, 18-inch stroke, 6 wheels coupled 3 feet 1 
inch diameter, gauge 3 feet 6 inches, fire-box of best selected 
copper with brass tubes, 84 in number, 2-inch diameter, 
with 2 special hot water injectors, side tanks, holding 47° 
gallons of water ; wheel base 8 feet 6 inches ; weight, loaded,

intended for a 
It was reported

As a sedimentation basin, which was 
septic tank, it is too small for the purpose.

that the sludge had never been removed from it,
first in

to me
thus its capacity is much reduced over what was

provided for handling thetended. There are no means 
sludge if they desired to handle it.

According to the engineer, the hydraulic head provided 
carrying of the effluent from this tank to the 

sufficient to reach the lower end of

about 24 tons.
One with g-inch cylinders, 15-inch stroke, 4 wheels

feet 6 inches, fire-
for the
sprinkler filters is not 
these beds. The beds themselves are built of very irregular 

size and quality, much of which is crumbled 
by weathering, and possibly by the action of the sewage 

The greater bulk of it is in good

coupled, 30% inches diameter, gauge 3 
boxes of copper with brass tubes, 5° in number, 2 me es 
diameter, 2 sirlus type injectors, saddle tank, holding 300

feet, weight, loaded, 12%
material as to

gallons of water, wheel base 5
sprinkled upon them, 
condition if it were properly sorted and could be madetons.

The government provided the permanent rolling stoc . 
This includes licomotives, weight 50 tons, covered-m car
riages, with both first- and second-class, fitted with lava
tories,’ also brake-vans for the guards. For the passenger 
traffic a very comfortable corridor train can be made up 
with this rolling stock.

use of.
There is no foundation to the beds ; the slag has been 

thrown right on the clay, thus making one of the most 
serious mistakes in its construction. Such beds, in order 
to work efficiently, must have a straight-away, unimpeded 
flow of drainage.and closed trucks are 

Hand-brakes 
can be operated

For the goods traffic both open
These are of steel construction. of the diminished sedimentation and the 

in the sewage, heavy deposit of
On accountprovided.

are fitted on each carriage and truck. These
the end of the carriages, and 

and closed, either the

of iron waste 
of iron and clay has taken place over practically

presence
hydrate
the whole surface of the beds, thus sludging them com
pletely and preventing them being put to the use they 
ought to be. If the sedimentation tank had been efficient, 
most of the iron would have precipitated in the tanks and 

the beds and destroyed them.

from one of the platforms at 
in the case of the trucks, both open 
hand-brakes or the couplings can be attended to when stand
ing on a small platform which is hung on buckets at a 
height of about 12 inches above the rail.

Only European engine drivers and guards are 
with the regular goods and passenger traffic. Mostly native 

the ballast and material trains while the 
opened to public

not gone on to
I also found a lack of appreciation of the principles of

these beds, and would in

allowed

sewage disposal in reference to 
consequence advise as strongly as possible that a sanitary 
engineer accustomed to this particular type of sewage plant 
be employed by the city of Hamilton before any alterations

drivers attended to 
line was being constructed and before it was

traffic.
put in at the junction of the main 

line and the harbor branch, so arranged as 
third side of a triangle. This provides 
an engine or the whole train if desired.

A five-chain curve was are made.
Much of the plant can be used over again but specia 

advice should be received in reference to this.

to complete a
for turninga means
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DEVELOPMENT OF POWER IN EASTERN 
. CANADA

emments both refused consent in the past. Subsequently, 
the governments have been changed in both countries, 
and the new governments may feel more kindly disposed 
to the proposals.

Canadians must feel that the leasing of these powers 
in the St. Lawrence River is one of the most serious matters 
dealt with by parliament in many decades. They are the 
last big, commercially available powers in Canada, and 
their absorption by private interests can only mean that the 
advantages of ownership will be absorbed by the owners, 
whether these be the private interests or the country at 
large. The Hon. Clifford Sifton, as head of the conser
vation Commission, made the statement that '‘leases ot 
these powers for limited periods” was the proper method, 
and in his suggestion there is much to commend.

The latest factor in the power field is the Eastern Can
ada Power Company, it being through the instrumentality 
of that company, apparently, that Mr. McGibbon is putting 
forward the following scheme. The formation of this com
pany was announced fully a year ago, it being stated that 
a wonderful scheme of power development was contemplated 

Sir Max Aitken was said to be the or-by the concern, 
ganizer of the company, and it was stated that the amount 
of power to be produced was very large. The story at
tracted considerable interest at the time, especially as 
there then seemed a probability of keen rivalry between the 
Montreal Light, Heat and Power Company and the Cana
dian Light and Power Company, each of which companies 
possessed hydraulic developments thirty miles from the city 
in the vicinity of Cedar Rapids. About the same time, also, 
Mr. D. Lome McGibbon had succeeded in getting control 
of the Cedar Rapids power. Just where the Eastern Canada 
Power Company was going to get its enormous power from

INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY AND 
CANADA

The report of the International Paper Company for the 
year ended December 31st, 1912, will likely show the largest 
net earnings in any year since 1905, the directors anticipat
ing that it will total about $6,000,000. Discussing the de
cline in this company’s stock, it was suggested in New York 
last week that if a reduction were made in the paper tariff, 
the plants of the company in the United States might be 
transferred to Canada with very little expense.

The company is producing at the rate of about 1,750 
toms of paper a day. The production varies from 1,746 to 
1,777 tons. Of this, 80 per cent, is news print. The re
mainder of the output consists of tag paper, box paper and 
supplement paper. It is selling its product at $2.25 per 
100 pounds and finds the market favorable, so that its en
tire output is sold. Beginning next year, International Pa
per will begin supplying news print on several new contracts, 
of which the New York Sun is the largest. The Sun con
tract calls for 40 tons of news print per day. The Sun is 
now receiving its paper from the Great Northern Paper Com
pany and is paying less than it will have to pay on the new 
contract at the first of the year.

International Paper is spending considerable money in 
improving its property and has expended a large amount of 
money for this purpose during the last three years, and now 
has a profit and loss surplus of approximately $9,000,000. 
One of International Paper’s greatest assets is its ownership 
of timber lands in Maine and Canada. The policy of the 
company is not to use its own wood where it can buy in the 
open market at a reasonable price. Directors of Inter
national Paper believe that the timber lands should be held 
as a final reserve, and should not be used until the price for 
wood pulp timber in the open market advances too much.

The International Paper Company was incorporated in 
1898 in New York for the manufacture and sale of pulp and 
paper, and was a consolidation of nineteen paper producing 
companies. Among the concerns it controls are the Mira- 
michi Lumber Company, incorporated in 1905 in Maine. It 
has rights to cut timber on about 415,000 aerps of Crown 
land limits in New Brunswick. It also -Controls the St. 
Maurice Lumber Company, incorporated in 1891 in New 
York. This company owns cutting up and wood preparing 
mills at Batiscan, Three Rivers and Pentecost, Quebec, with 
water powers and rights to cut timber on more than 2,000,000 
acres of Crown land limits in Quebec.

The International has authorized common stock of $20,. 
000,000; 6 per cent, cumulative stock, $25,000,000; and a 
bonded debt of $16,473,000, exclusive ot $1,189,000 bonds of 
controlled companies.

was somewhat of a mystery.
In the course of the following year Mr. McGibbon’s 

plans for developing the Cedar Rapids Power were matured, 
and it began to be rumored that he was selling out control

The story was at first denied, 
but its truth was ascertained later. It was admitted that 

of the principal interests in the Montreal Light, Heat

to certain other interests.

some
and Power Company and the Shawinigan Water and Power 
Company were the purchasers. This meant that the Mont
real, Light, Heat and Power Company was now in control 
of practically all the sources of hydraulic power located 
within commercial distance of Montreal.

A recent dispatch from Ottawa is to the effect that Mr. 
McGibbon now appears in a larger power scheme. It is

dam in the vicinity ofproposed to build an 
Coteau, Cedar, Split Rock and Cascade Rapids for the pur
pose of developing an hydraulic power with an estimated 
capacity of 1,000,000 h.p. The dam will connect up a 
number of islands in the vicinity mentioned, and will have 
a total length of, perhaps, fourteen miles. The rapids will 
thus be dammed up to a level with Lake St. Francis, thus 
obliterating them and flooding a portion of the Soulanges 
Canal. The proposal is from the Eastern Canada Power 
Company, and behind it are Mr. McGibbon, and with him 
Sir Max Aitken. The proposal has already been brought 
before the government at Ottawa, and, so it is believed, 
has made progress with the powers there.

The other big power scheme is the Long Sault De
velopment Company, which is backed by the Aluminum 
Company of America. This, also, is before the government 
at Ottawa, but whether it is in any way opposed to the 
Eastern Canada Power scheme or not is impossible to say 
at this moment. It may be remembered that the Long Sault 
scheme was brought up at Ottawa during the regime of 
the Liberal Government and met much opposition from the 
Conservatives, and, on the recommendation of the conser
vation commission, was not adopted. For some time past 
the Long Sault Scheme has been showing new life once 

It has been written much about and discussed, and 
there is no doubt that another attempt will be made at

enormous

more.

Ottawa.
The Long Sault scheme is not quite so ambitious in

some respects as 
Instead of a development of 1,000,000 horse-power, one of 
but 600,000 to 800,000 horse-power is claimed, and the 
engineering problem, it is stated, would not be anything 
so vast or complicated. On the other hand, however, the 
consent of both the United States government and the Cana
dian government would have to be obtained. These gov-

the Eastern Canada Power Company.
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is the telegraph, nor is the circuit as liable to interruption 
from other causes. The average circuit is from no to 140 
miles long, but that is not the limit by any means, for m 
one or two instances of 250-mile circuits the result is almost 
as satisfactory as with the shorter ones. The number of 
offices on each varies, of course, but often runs as high

be cut in singly or collectively.

TELEPHONE TRAIN DESPATCHING, t

By Mr. Hatton. *

there in speaking of the transportationHow many are
of the country's products, or in travelling by tram, ever 
give a thought to the principle of train operation, or the 
problem of train reverse movements ; in other words, the 
indispensable train order system ?

These canas 25 and 30.
The apparatus consists of a signalling device and the neces- 

telephone equipment, the latter being very similar to 
the ordinary telephone, the despatcher using breast trans
mitter and head-band receiver, which gives him the free 
of both hands, and is always accessible to call from any 

The station telephone is much the same, except 
with adjustable transmitter and 
There are several varieties of

sary

use
It is not necessary for me to enter into that subject 

to-night, suffice it to say, that the system dates back to 
1851, when Superintendent Minot, of what is now part o 

Railroad, issued the first train order, after vainly 
trains without it. The system has undergone 

since that time, having been the subject of

station.
that in some cases an arm 
receiver attached are used, 
signalling devices, but all work practically on the same

consisting of what is

the Erie
trying to run

principle, the equipment in each case 
called a master selector in the despatcher’s office, w ose 
action is semi-automatic, and a sub-selector with bell 
attached, in each of the stations. In the case of one of 
these devices the master selector consists of a 
units, that is, a separate arrangement for every 
whole enclosed in a small cabinet, and placed m a 
venient position on the despatcher’s table. Each of these 
has a different combination, and to each is attached a smal 
key. By giving this key a quarter turn it continues me
chanically until the contact point is reached, when the 
circuit is completed and the bell is rung m the office having 
a similar combination. From five to six of these operations 

minute, which, of course, means that 
be called in that space of time. This con-

many changes
discussion by some of the brightest minds in the country 
at conventions and elsewhere, until the present almost per
fect system has been evolved. From the first, the telegraph, 
which at that time was also only in its infancy, was the 

of transmission of the train order. A few years
was the sub

number of 
office, theinstrument

later the telephone was invented, and, while it 
ject of much wonder and admiration, and likely to revolu
tionize methods of communication, it was not looked upon 
seriously by railroad men as a competitor to the telegraph, 

train operation was concerned. People evidently 
that time of the vistas of usefulness that

con-

in so far as
had no idea at 
would later be opened up to it along that and other lines. 
The question of using it in place of the telegraph did, how- 

in for discussion at different times, and it was 
small way for the handling of 

A few interurban electric lines 
afterwards, but it was not until 1907

extent.

be made in acan
many offices can , , ,
stitutes one of the many advantages the telephone pos 
sesses, for, in addition to the ease with which the calling 
is done, the responses are usually more prompt than with 
the telegraph, as many of our agents and operators having 
duties, such as checking baggage, etc., taking them from 
the immediate vicinity of the office, may not hear the tele- 

their attention is immediately arrested 
It is also possible to work with one 

time that other offices are being called 
interfered with.

ever, come 
actually put into use in a 
trains as early as 1883.
adopted it some years
that the steam railways experimented with it to any 
Probably the first real experiment was made by the New 
York Central Railway in October of that year, when a tele
phone despatching circuit was installed between Albany 
and Fonda, New York, a distance of forty-six miles, fol
lowed by the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railway in

with forty-five mile circuit on

graph at once, while 
by the telephone bell, 
office at the same
without the transmission being in any way 
These features are appreciated by all despatchers, meaning 
a great saving of time, labor, and sometimes temper. A 
great amount of time is also saved in the repetition o 
orders, for with the telegraph a distinct operation is neces
sary in transmitting each character, while with the tele
phone the order may be repeated as fast as the operator can 
talk. By reason of the quickness of transmission the 
despatcher is also able to keep his train sheet up in better 
shape than ever before and with much less actual effort. 
There is not the same necessity for condensing or restrict
ing information in connection with train movement, etc., 
which might be of great value if given, but with the tele
graph is omitted, because of the time it takes to spell out 
letter by letter every word of such information. T e es- 
patcher is also able to speak direct with conductors and 
engineers if necessary, thereby securing more accurate 
knowledge of details than was ever possible with the tele
graph. In order that train crews may get in touch with 
despatcher in case of a delay between stations a portable 
set is furnished every passenger and freight tram, making 

connection possible at any point on the line by 
jointed pole with flexible cord, which is 

the train, on to the proper wires and con-

December of the same year,
one of their lines running into Chicago. The trial in each 
casé was so successful that other lines became interested, 
and these circuits were inspected by a great many of their 
representatives during the following year. In every case 
I believe a favorable impression was made, and those who 
acme prepared to scoff put in a report recommending it, 
which resulted in the installation of a number of additicmal 
circuits on other lines, including the Canadian Pacific. The 
extension has since been so rapid that to-day of 87,700 miles 
of road on seventeen American railways over 38,000 miles are 
operated by telephone. I have not the figures for Canadian 

_j Canadian Pacific, but this line has kept 
pace with its American neighbors by installing telephone 
despatching circuits on 4.858 miles of track, or 
40 per cent, of its entire mileage, the circuit extending, 

short breaks, from the Atlantic to the Pacific
Before

lines, except the

on over

with but two
several of the most important branches.

for this remarkable growthand on
attempting to explain the reason 
I will give a brief description of the equipment.

""The best results being obtainable from a
wires is used for the line,

metallic cir-
telephone 
simply hooking a 
also carried on 
necting it with the portable set.

By talking with agents and operators, the trick des-
day that would otherwise 

In fact, in a hundred

cuit, a pair, of heavy copper 
these being transposed at frequent intervals to eliminate 

through induction from other wires as much 
and with the use of good tele- 

clear transmission has been 
affected by wet and foggy weather, as

interference 
as possible. By this means 
phone apparatus, etc., 
secured. It is not

a very
patcher saves many messages a 
be necessary regarding cars, etc. 
ways the telephone not only saves time, but labor.

It is not easy to figure out just what these several 
in dollars and cents, but it is variously

Service, Canadian Pacific Rail- 

Canada Railway Club,

* Superintendent Car 
way, Winnipeg.

t Paper read before Western advantages mean
October 14th, iq12-

-J,
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estimated that the capacity of the despatcher is increased 
from 25 to so per cent. It is also only reasonable to con
clude that on account of the contact between despatcher, 
operator and trainmen being of a more personal character 
results in a closer co-operation and a more efficient service.

Now, with regard to the most important point of all, 
the question of safety, the telephone again has the advan
tage. In the first place, the despatcher in sending an order 
by telegraph does so without a written copy for reference, 
and has no record until the first operator repeats it. With 
the telephone he copies the order at the same time he is 
sending it to the different offices, so that the repetition can 
be checked directly against his own copy and an error on 
the part of the operator immediately detected. Numbers of 
trains and engines names of stations and other essential 
words in order are spelled out by letter as well as pro
nounced, so that a mistake is almost impossible.

In conclusion, I venture to say that, while great ad
vancement has been made in the selective and telephone 
apparatus and installations in the short space of five years, 
still further improvement is in store, and the time is not 
far distant when the telephone will have almost entirely 
supplanted the telegraph for the despatching of trains. It 
is also coming into use quite extensively for the transmis
sion of local messages and in this respect also will run the 
telegraph a hard race.

In speaking thus, I am not oblivious of the telegraph’s 
wonderful achievements in the past, nor blind to its future 
possibilities, but I am convinced that for the purposes I 
have described the telephone has triumphed over it.

its work, and debentures may be issued to cover such loans. 
The governor-in-council may advance funds necessary to 
plete the harbor works. Salvage disputes will be heard by the 
commission and all wreckage or flotsam dealt with.

Upon certain conditions the commission may seize vessels 
or goods, the detention being effected upon order of any judge 
or magistrate having power of two justices of the 
Judicial powers will be given the commissioners to cover in
fringements of the Canada Shipping Act within the harbor 
limits. The government may waive duties on all merchandise 
required for the port commission work.

corn-

peace.

HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS AT NEW 
WESTMINSTER

New Westminster is seemingly entering the most active 
building period of its career. A statement which is 
ing great interest in New Westminster, Port Mann and 
part of the Fraser River is that Messrs. Mackenzie and Mann 
have rejected the agreement between Vancouver and the 
Canadian Northern Railway.

It is stated that the clauses which Messrs. Mackenzie 
will not accept are those binding them to make Vancouver 
their home port, to enter the city by a tunnel and to pur
chase additional property in the city for their hotel site. If 
this report ultimately proves to be correct, it will only be 
in accordance with the steady conviction of a great many 
that the Canadian Northern Railway would never go to a 
vast expenditure to make Burrard Inlet their shipping point 
when they already owned a port capable of magnificent 
development at Port Mann.

New; Westminster’s harlbor developments may also have 
had some influence on the Canadian Northern Railway’s de
cision. These are taking concrete shape, and the expendi
ture of the $500,000 worth of bonds that have been sold for 
this work will begin very shortly. Mr. Powell, the engineer 
in charge is calling for tenders for 3,000 linear feet of cedar 
pile quay wall and 1,000,000 yards of back filling with rock 
rivetted slope. This is for the widening of Front Street to 
192 feet, and the construction of a straight municipal quay 
of over a mile in length.

creat-
every

VANCOUVER’S PROPOSED HARBOR 
COMMISSON

As noted previously in The Canadian Engineer, at the 
next session of the federal parliament a bill is to be introduced 
by Mr. H. H. Stevens, M.P., to provide for placing the port 
of Vancouver under a commission of three, two members to 
be appointed by the government for terms of five years, and 
the other by the city council, for a term of three years. The 
commission, if the bill passes, will be empowered to improve, 
operate, maintain and govern Vancouver harbor.

The proposed port limits will include Burrard Inlet with 
the North Arm and Port Moody, False Creek and English 
Bay ; in fact, all tidal waters to a line drawn from Port Atkin
son to Point Grey. The commission is to be the pilotage 
authority.

The commission may acquire, expropriate, lease and dis
pose of lands deemed necessary for development, improve
ment, maintenance and protection of the harbor ; may acquire 
movable property, plant, vessels, machinery, etc. It can 
acquire property for wet or dry docks, warehouses, elevators 
and railways in connection with the harbor, and all tidal lands 
within the harbor limits shall be under its jurisdiction. 
Further, the commission may construct and operate tracks 
and harbor lines and may make agreements with railroads, 
affording all companies whose lines reach the harbor equal 
facilities for traffic. Laws governing the harbor not contrary 
to laws existing or the jurisdiction of the corporation may be 
enacted, fairways, special anchorages, etc., regulated, and 
the navigation of the harbor will be generally managed by the 
commission. The harbor master will be appointed by the 
commission.

Rates will be levied at discretion upon all goods landed or 
shipped in the harbor, moved by rail on the harbor tracks, 
excepting military supplies. Powers will be given the com
mission to borrow such moneys as are necessary to carry on

COSTS ON THE PANAMA CANAL.

The annual report of Col. Gorthals, chief engineer of 
the Panama Canal, gives some interesting unit costs on the 
work during the past year.

Excavation in the prism by steam shovels was cheapest 
in the Central division, averaging $0.5101 ; in the Atlantic 
division a lower cost is shown thati during the previous year 
—$0.5952 against $0.6010—while in the Pacific division it 
is higher—$0.7527 against $0.6960. There was a total of 
1.443.570 cu. yd. of masonry laid in the locks and spillway 
during the year. The unit costs for the 
Gatun Locks, $7.7552 ; Gatum spillway, $7.0988; Pedro 
Miguel Locks, $6.4640 ; Miraflores Locks, $4.7675. The 
labor costs for the year per cubic yard of plain concrete at 
the various locks and spillways show lowest at Miraflores, 
$0.8394; next, Gatun Locks, $1.3840 ; Pedro Miguel Locks, 
$1.4733; and Gatun spillway, $1.5425.

The cost of concrete piling at Gatun was $0.0679 less 
during the year than in 1911, while the cost in place was 
$0.7088 less. The total amount driven was 83,670 lin. ft., at 
a cost of $15719 per lin. ft. ; in addition, 51,450 lin. ft. of 
wooden piles were driven, at a cost of $0.6516 per lin. ft. 
On this basis had wooden piling only been used for the 
south approach pier a) saving of $77,000 would have resulted.

masonry were :
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APPLICATION OF CONCRETE TO UNDER
GROUND WORK.
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EEEr"™"
the ends and foot wall was

deemed safe, then
First, the old timber on 

taken out for as great a height as was
three of the steel sets were placed and bolted up, 

erected, and the concrete poured- 
and the operation

, in building 
notable examples

Concrete has been used for many years 
underground dams, bulkheads, etc., some 
of which can be seen at the Chapin mine at Iron Mountain, 
Mich Mr. H. T. Mercer, in a paper presented to the 

meeting of the Lake Superior Mining Institute,

two or
after which the forms were 
Then another space would be opened up

Houghton 
describes some of the applica- 

of concrete in mining 
He states that the prin-

• l* 1 >' .--.I* ; a,. I '

tions

Ê3S8Swork.
cipal uses of concrete in mines 
are in connection with shaft 

Good examples of 
shaft collars can be

Ï

s trsupport.
concrete

I
-

ruitjc iwjin •---- 3 1
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w»»»'of the mines,seen at many 
and although the details vary 
somewhat, a description of one 

will perhaps suffice to

- —t rf\
:: JL

a tor two
illustrate this form of construc-
tion.

At the Trimountain mine it 
decided to replace the old

1jti=HilJJ -i--V-
was
timber collars with concrete, 
and work was begun at No. 2 
shaft, where the overburden 

80 ft. deep, consisting for 
the most part of sand, with 

less clay and some 
To guard against 

possible “running” of the

, w,4-v. -nfj

EEV$±p5k:±:S
j,.WlW««r4UMMS„4____

z!ic.’.4.——*8------

E I) • ; 1 —

^1-4—1-4—-*------*H—H—1was
tci■ i—H?

more or 
boulders. 1 rr

No. 2. Shaft Trimountain Mine,any
sand, and to make the opera
tion of the shaft during con
struction easier, as well as to

Steel-Concrete CollarFig. 1.—Details for
Pilan and Elevation.

For-repeated, and so on until'the surface was reached, 
tunately the old hanging-wall plates did not have to be re
moved, as there was sufficient clearance to permit the new 
concrete lining being carried inside of them. Care was 
taken to leave no timber or blocking under the foot-wall side 

lining which might by rotting permit settling. 
The sand was carefully tamped along the foot wall as the 
concrete was finished. One skip road and the ladder way 

built first, hoisting going on meanwhile m the other 
The skip was then changed over to the com-

decided to replace the timberreinforce the concrete, it was 
with steel I-beam sets, and then concrete between and around 

The sets would provide a support in case itthe steel sets.

of the concrete

;
^ “f T~. ~ “ ■*.*• were 

compartment.t-îîâ-/
L^Jrfc

ii n i *.

F--... fm
•a? * ?T7ri- t >: Ej

"sik'Yic'ck
Vr; :V *"‘ '

i 1

BE_D ' ~ 11
mA rfT

1 -Li iï:
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-Lh4r
Chou ôclnon3 tor Y,*w.

Fig. 3.—Details for Concrete
Method of Fastening Rails.

I Stringers, Showing Oldi«'v **■. ' tf- |j .v—1

The steel setspleted road, and the other road was built up.
ft 4 ins. apart in the lower half of the collar, and 3

The concretewere 2
ft. apart in the upper half, centre to centre.

reinforced with %-inch rods, as
the construction of the steel

®££IiSLMJSÀ.

Concrete Collar, No. 3 Shaft, 
Trimountain Mine.

became necessary to put in lagging to hold back the sand 

before the concrete was placed. A foundation was first pre
pared at the ledge by placing heavy steel beam box girders 
across the shaft from foot to hanging under the dividers 
and under the south end plate. At the north end there was

Fig. 2.—Reinforced shown
between the sets was 
by Fig. 1, which also shows

and the position of the concrete.
The materials used for the concrete were: Portland 

cement, coarse amygdaloid stamp sand and crushed trap 
rock. They were mixed by hand in the proportion 1.3-5’ 
in the shaft house just back of the shaft and lowered by a

sets

m: :

m
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stnnger was built after the manner in use at the Ahmeek 
mine as designed by W. J. Uren, to which the rail, , , , ------ J was bolted
by means of bolts and clips as shown in Fig. 3, but because

Fig. 4 shows a station or plat in one of the Champion 
Copper Company’s shafts, and indicates the manner in which 
the levelers are reinforced. This illustration also shows the 
method used for concrete stringers. At first an all concrete

Comparative Statement of Cost of Concrete Shaft Collars.
No. 4 
shaft.

158 ft. 
$1,994.70

No. 3 
shaft.

93 ft. 
$1,028.85

No. 2 
shaft.

80 ft.
$2,019.10

528.51
301.80
360.41
311.76
144.97
10.84

120.56

Labor.
Length, to foundation
Shaftmen .......................
Masons ............................
Surface labor ................
Blacksmith labor.........
Machinist labor ............
Carpenter labor............
Electrician labor .........
Teaming labor ..............

295.50
67.55
41.82

192.45
40.50
27.85
54.6942.73

8.82 8.96
74.46 56.64

$1,559-73 $2,375.79$3,797-95
Supplies.

Structural steel .....................
Cement, 1,252 sacks No. 2. 
Cement, 1,238 sacks No. 3. 
Cement, 2,169 sacks No. 4. 
Stamp sand, 11 cars No. 2. 
Stamp sand, 3% cars No. 3 
Stamp sand, 8% cars No. 4
Fine rock, 3 cars...................
Sundry supplies.....................
F reight .....................................

$ 136.00$2,180.56
588.83

$ 470.80
810.09

159.50
45.70

123.25
90.00

261.75
215.33

102.55 75-91

$3-495-97 $ 619.05 $1,145.25

Total cost of shaft collars. $7,293.92 $2,178.78 $3,521.04

No. 2 shaft collar commenced February, 1907, completed 
August, 1907.

No. 3 shaft collar commenced June, igio> completed 
August, 1910.

No. 4 shaft collar commenced March, 1911, completed 
August, 1911.
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bucket and trolley, the trolley rope being concreted in on 
the hanging side as the work progressed. As no difficulty 
was experienced at No. 2 shaft with the sand running in, or 
otherwise, it was decided to build the Nos. 3 and 4 collars 
of reinforced concrete only, 
leaving out the steel sets. Fig.
2 shows the construction of 
the No. 3 collar, which was 
started in June, 1910, and 
finished in August, 1910. The 
materials for the concrete 
were the same and work 
was carried on in the same 
manner as at No. 2, except 
that there were no steel sets.
The collar at No. 4 shaft was 
similar to the one at No. 3, 
except that the dividers were 
made 12 by 48 ins. instead 
of 12 by 12 ins. The over
burden at No. 4 shaft was 
128 ft. deep on the pitch of 
the shaft (71°), that at Nos.
3 and 2 being 60 and 80 ft. 
respectively ; but in order to 
secure a suitable foundation, 
the No. 3 and No. 4 collars 
were started some distance 
below the ledge in the solid 
rock.
collar was 93 ft. and of No.
4 was 158 ft.

Cost per ft. 
No. 2 shaft 
No. 3 shaft . 
No. 4 shaft ..

Labor.
$47-47

16.77
15-04

Supplies.
$43-7°

16.66

Total.
$91-17

23.43
22.297-25
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bring these waters to San 
E. Grnnsky, engineer of the city 

bring the water from Lake Eleanor 
the San Joaquin Valley

The first proposition, to 
Francisco, outlined by C. 
of San Francisco, was to 
and the Hetch Hetchy down across 
to Altamont. At this point he proposed to pump these waters 
over the coast range into San Francisco, f e power 
this pumping was to be gotten from power generated in 
the drop of the water from the Sierra Nevada side of the 
valley During the last season, however, Mr. John R. T e 

the noted water expert, has been called into consul- 
tatio’n by the authorities in San Francisco to outline a com
prehensive plan of development. Mr. Freeman s report 
by far the most daring and all-comprehensive of mumcipaj 
projects ever proposed. He has carefully estimated that by 
the year 2000 the population in the cities around the Bay, 
including San Francisco, Oakand, Berkeley, Rl^mond Ala
meda San Jose, Palo Alto, Redwood City and San Mateo 
will total 3,632,<xx>, and will require a daily water supp y 
of 441,000,000 gallons. In addition, it is proposed to obtain 
a supply of about 100,000,000 gallons a day for irngat ng 

The general features of Mr. Freeman s

the wear and tear onof the hard rigid roadbed thus formed ïi„,,d ,,i., -as v=„ ,«d ,h=
continually working loose. The scheme was ^erefore aban 
doned in favor of a combination wood and concrete S •

Fig. 4 shows the method in use at the .Copper Range 
Con. Company’s mines, and the Mohawk and Wolverine 
scheme is illustrated in Fig. 5- Both methods made a very 

satisfactory road bed.
where the foot is subject to “heav- 

be used advantageously.
of the

manAt some of the mines 
ing” concrete stringers cannot

In sinking through some loose ground at one 
Champion shafts it became necessary to close-timber, or 1 
the shaft. Concrete 12 to 18 inches thick was put in rein
forced with old rails and wire rope. The concrete extend 

the hanging and down on both ends, and sometime 
the foot, and there were also heavy concrete dividers 

inches thick, placed 10 or 12 feet apart.
arched over with rein-

across
across
4 feet high by 10
A, several levels the 1„ place abour «w=
forced concrete. acres.95,000 

scheme are as follows :satisfactory.years and has proven
Drift sets built of concrete have been tried to some ex

tent at the Wolverine and Mohawk mines m some of their 
crosscuts where loose ground was encountered. These se s 
consisted of legs 6 by 6 inches in section, and a cap 6 by 
inches, reinforced with ^-inch rods and wire rope. Con
crete planks, reinforced with Kahn expanded metal, or wov n 
wire, were used for lagging. Above the caps they were 4 
by 14 inches in section and behind the legs 2% by 14 inches.

the dam site ofj ft. high is to be erected at 
by which the floor of the valley will be flooded 

a wagon road is to be built to Hetch 
in point of construction to the State 

scenic road is 
both sides of

A dam 300
Hetch Hetchy

depth of 270 ft. ;to a
Hetchy Valley equal
highways with no grade exceeding 8 ft. ; a 
to be constructed at Hetch Hetchy Valley on 
the lake- this, as shown in the illustration, will make 
available the wonderful attractions of a region now mao 
cessible And finally, the Hetch Hetchy aqueduct is to be 
built from this valley to San Francisco. This aqueduct wi 
consist largely of a tunnel 10 ft in diameter, or t e mos 
part deeply below the surface of the ground. This tunnel 

easterly edge of the San «.» «* • 
Thence continuing westward across the valley the sug
gested aqueduct will consist of one steel pipe 7 ft. 6 m. m 
diameter, and ultimately of two steel pipes side by side of 
similar proportions, about 45 miles in length On the west
erly side of the San Joaquin Valley the steel portion is to 
end about 8 miles westerly from the San Joaquin Rive ^ 
From this point the aqueduct proceeds westerly f°r the 

in the form of tunnels about 12 to 13 ft. m dia- 
the village of Irvington, at which 

be built, and

reinforced concrete in the form of shaft sets
read before the 

Houghton, Mich., by

The use of 
and lagging is well described in a paper 
Michigan College of Mines Club, at
E. R. Jones.

Concrete floors for shaft houses are being tried at sev
eral places and are proving satisfactory in many respects, 
although subjected to the hardest usage. The floors built 
at the Champion Copper Company’s shaft houses were made 
6 inches thick of 1:3:5 concrete, with a top finish i-inch 

Portland cement and coarse stamp sand. 1 he
The materials used

thick of 1 to 2
total cost was 13 cents per square foot.

crushed trap rock, coarse stamp san most part
meter to a point near
point the terminal chamber and gate-house will 
branch aqueducts lead off as desired to Oakland, San Jose 
San Francisco and other communities. From this point 
the aqueduct would proceed in the form of a

the Dumbarton Narrows near 
the Bay, or it could be carried on dry ground around its 
head to a suitable point in San Mateo County whence U 
could discharge by gravity at an elevation of 320 ft. through 
a new tunnel into Crystal Springs Reservoir or could feed 
branch lines leading to neighboring communities and to a 
main aqueduct line leading directly to San Francisco. The 
proposed aqueduct between Hetch Hetchy and the Irvington 
gate-house would be designed to deliver by force of gravity 
without pumping a quantity somewhat in excess of 400- 

gallons daily, equivalent to 620 ft. per second. All 
will from the first be built to their full size and 

During the early year, with 
the San Joaquin Valley, the

for the concrete were 
and Portland cement.

has been raised from time to time as to the 
suitableness of wire rope for reinforcement. Some tests of 

beams reinforced with wire rope strands were made 
at the Baltic mine in 1910 by C. G. Mason.

Question

steel pipe sub- 
the head of

concrete
merged across

THE HETCH HETCHY WATER SUPPLY OF 
SAN FRANCISCO.

the engineering force of theFor the past ten years,
Francisco has been scouring the State tor pos- 

supply. A dozen different pro- 
which has seemed

city of San
sible means of future water

have been examined, and the one 
the most feasible is that of the Hetch Hetchy development, 
the principal reasons for this adoption being that of lower 
cost more abundant supply and purer quality of water than 

’other obtainable. In May, 1908, the permit was ob- 
Lake Eleanor, situated near the Hetch Hetchy 
site for a storage reservoir, with further per- 

Hetch Hetchy Valley when the limit of
This latter

jects 000,000
the tunnels
smoothly lined with concrete, 
only the single pipe line 
delivery of the aqueduct 
gallons daily, possibly 240,000,000. 
supply the San Francisco peninsula will have

It is proposed to utilize the water
in the reclama-

across
would be in excess of 200,000,000 

The branch line to 
a capacity of 

until

any 
tained to use
Valley, as a 
mission to use the

Lake Eleanor had been reached-
called in question by the Department of 

objections had been raised to its grant
ing The one was, that prior rights to the waters were 
being jeopardized, and the other that the natural beauty 

scenic national park would be destroyed.

about 100,000,000.
the population requires it for domestic use

of arid land in and about the Bay region.
That portion of the tunnel, as shown in the illustration, 

which is about >2 miles in length and lays down stream 
from Hetch Hetchy, is to be delayed in construction

storage of 
permit was later 
the Interior, as two

tion

of a great
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some years. Eventually, however, the construction of this 
tunnel will afford the development of 75,000 horse-power. 
At the point on the illustration marked “Power House 
No. 1”

this elevator passes into a double chute feeding two rows of 
54 inch Gilbert washing 
the improved type, being provided with 
wearing skirts ; these skirts increase the capacity of the 
screens and practically double the service of the 
plates.

These screens are all ofscreens.
removable inneris seen a drop of 1,425 feet into Moccasin Creek, 

where 70,500 horse-power is developed. In addition to this 
it is proposed to construct a canal 8 ft. in diameter from 
the Hetch Hetchy Reservoir to the reservoir site in Cherry 
Valley, passing beneath the Lake Eleanor Reservoir site, 
with intake shafts at Cherry Creek and Lake Eleanor for

outer screen
The typical arrangement of the screens in each row 

is adhered to, each screen successively separating the larger 
sizes into the bins and passing the fines and the

The last screens each deliver to a single 
discharge settling tank for separating the sand from the clay 
and loam in the water.

water to
the next screen.

the purpose of diverting their waters into the Hetch Hetchy 
reservoir. Only temporary dams are to be constructed at 
these two latter points, reserving for future demands a more 
permanent and substantial form of construction. The drop, 
as shown on the profile of this tunnel work, allows an addi
tional development of power to the extent of 12,500 horse
power. Hence, in all, there is a total possible power de
velopment of 157,500. The entire project as proposed for 
immediate construction is estimated to cost $38,500,000. 
Mr. Freeman makes note of the fact that standing water 
tends to purify, and hence the purest supply of water is 
to be expected from this high Sierra construction. Indeed, 
he has stated in public before the Commonwealth Club, of 
San Francisco, that in comparing the softness of this supply 
to the softness of supply that might be developed from the 
Sacramento rivers, the saving in soap alone to the com
munity about the Bay would eventually pay the interest on 
a $3,000,000 investment. To insure sanitary perfection and 
non-corrosion of the steel material in the pipe line, the 
pipe conduit is to be lined with concrete throughout its 
entire length.

The first screens reject all the stone over two inches 
back to a jaw crusher below. This crusher delivers to a 
crusher elevator, 40 feet centres, with 9 x 9 x g-inch con
tinuous buckets, discharging to a small revolving screen. 
From here, the stone is passed to three bins, which supply 
the trade with crushed gravel.

All bins are equipped with swinging cut-off valves, 
which are operated from the wagons. These valves are 
balanced so as to be self-closing and they are consequently 
very easy to operate. They are entirely of cast iron, giving 
a very simple, rugged construction that can not get out of 
order and that can not choke up or spill.

This plant was designed and equipped by the Stephens- 
Adamson Manufacturing Company, 0f Aurora, Illinois.

CAUSE OF THE DESTRUCTION 
CANADIAN TAMARACK.

OF THE

A GRAVEL WASHING PLANT.
" s*

y ‘ a^°> was caused by an insect, the Larch Sawfly It
taPrd3> gam ab°Ut 6ight yearS agro- and in spread west
ward it is repeating its former devastation 
tamaracks.

The gravel washing plant of the T. R. Nickson Com
pany, which is shown in the illustration, is located within 
the business district of Vancouver, B.C., on the water front. 
Unwashed gravel is brought to the plant on barges, is washed 
and sized here, and delivered by teams as required in various 
parts of the city.

on the younger

To all who are interested in our forests the appearance 
01 a comprehensive account of this insect entitled “The 
Large Larch Sawfly, with an account of its Parasites, other 
Natura Enemies and Means of Control,” by the Dominion 
entomologist, Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt, will be welcome. This 
has been published by the Dominion Department of Agricul
ture as Entomological Bulletin No. 5 and Bulletin No IO of 
the Second Series of the Experimental Farms Bulletins and 
may be had free, on 'application to the Publications Branch 
Department of Agriculture, Ottawa.

:* r Dr. Hewitt has studied the life-history, habits and means 
of control of this injurious sawfly, both in England and 
North America. In England, it was found that the natural 
enemies, especially parasitic insects, effectively gained 
trol of outbreaks of the insect. Other natural 
mice and birds and a system of bird

d
con- 

enemies were
encouragement was

started on a large scale. The devastating spread of 
fly in North America was due to the 
the natural means of control.

the saw-
comparative absence of 

Several important species of 
were discovered and have been 

To increase the number of natural 
enetmes of the sawfly, attempts are being made to introduce 
and establish in Canada parasites which 
England and which appeared

parasites new to science 
studied and described.A Gravel Washing Plant at Vancouver, B.C.

As all towing is paid for by the yard, it is cheaper to 
bring in the raw material on barges than the sized, as in the 
former case, the fines fill the voids between the larger stones, 
allowing the unsized gravel to occupy about 20 per cent, less 
space and it is on this account that the plant is located with
in the city.

Gravel is unloaded from the barges by means of a grab 
bucket delivering into a receiving hopper at the plant. This 
hopper feeds an elevator, 56 feet centres, and equipped with 
!8 xg x 12-inch continuous buckets. The discharge from

were discovered in 
... to control the pest there. An

account of these interesting experiments and of the methods 
devised to encourage the birds and other means of control 
are described in this bulletin which consists of forty-two
nSeS T COnta!nS twenty-six figures, including a colored 
P ate The publication of this bulletin is indicative of the 
attention which the Division of Entomologv is now devoting
;;c^u;s^z.forests which are ”ibie *
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weather conditions 
the same post as the 

not less than 
be plainly

the frost line. A
sound under all

846 constructed below

„ Lug*. to b, .1'-“*^,*""-

rovided for by Section

COAST TO COAST.
bell, w 
6 inches
visible after sunset. .

railway crossing sign P

nnt—David Johnson, a young clerk, was

«ru - He

the post, if 50
There may

desired, the
243 of the Railway Act.

Regina, Sask.-The proposal to divert wa^ ^
South Saskatchewan River t0 the southern part of
Moose Jaw and many of the h Federal Government.
•be Province has during Una. Pa„ of la.,
It will be remembered that .« provincial Government
year and the eatrly part of this f Toronto, go
had T. Aird Murray consulting engmee^ ^ repQrt ^ 
into the question fully and it The Federal
favorable to the furtherance ^ ^ ^ Elbow ^ Tu„
Government has three par îes about thirty miles
gaske to take levels at the *ivm *end, t0

west of Elbow and to inspector of the water
the matter. H. E. 1 ■ ’ the interior, has been m
powers branch, Departm d that all the preliminary
charge of the work. It is u expected that an official
work has been completed, and it - out
statement concerning "er^l ^ would

the near future. about 140 to 170 miles m
îcLXg.: a1»-. — ‘V Mr. Kensitt, and

would be between $5-000,000
t a nn’s report on the recent water-

Ottawa, Ont.—Judge G council on De
works investigation was receive > typhoid epidemic
cembe, end. It places the lb“ ” 04, Engineer
on the waterworks coimmittee, sherreff The waterworks 
Ker, and Medical Health Offi { {ailure t0 give
committees from 1908 to .9» their imp0rtance.
their duties the consi eTa 1 reSponsible through failure to 
The board of health is he yolluted water situa-
undertake earlier mvestiga ion committees of

Judge Gunn says: I place ° of the steel and
responsibility for the « « position

these committees were m v 
pile be tested and laid by experienced 
P P and laying of the new

element to be

by an 
replace 
died instantly.

from the

,lt __Fxtension lectures have been arranged
Strathcona, Alta. * A1berta by the Department of

boutneru These towns are
Creek, Lethbridge,

“ «=v=n '"'“ '’Vriivrrs,,,' of Alberta.

“denD::, mgb Ri.«r. M-deod, Einch-r
Taber and Medicine Hat.— — c n saction of Jackass
mJïïMéÏÏ ■£

lapsed a few days ago, of rock, ruining a 249
dreds of thousands of cubm y siide made a noise that was 
foot tunnel of the G.F K. 
heard for miles. No lives were lost.

Ont.-The employees ^ opp„tmitles
, this city, are to be aff salesman-

of training along the ^es ° joined 
This company recently j

Commercial Gas Associa- 
entitled to m- 
of the parent

of the Consumers’ Gas 
andToronto

Company
benefits of a course 
ship and general education, 
the membership of the Nat’0nal ,

nfi in this connection the emp y 
rr"„d„ I-om the correspondence depenmen,

within

are

and $7,000,000.
the cost

M0°Se,T’m*nt ,°rpr^Sn»“fA°"-"”"0er*’ C~‘ 
•rjn, ht,e,,e,.d,h,,e7*m«‘eM,«

power purposes may be erection of a power plant
of this city- ^^^ction of a high-voltage trans

municipal step-down station- 
million tons of coal easy

coal for economical 
of coal south

at the mines 
mission line into a 
ported that there are ten

m ^provinces of Ontario and on te '

representing the Ontano Govenmi ^ ^ ^ tQ COnfer
floor of the Legislative Ass^biy, that have
with the government regard S ^ ace century between 
been made for the célébrât o f.rhc members of this depu-
Canada and the United Stat • Agriculture; the

HOn' ^nSffi^rpTblic Works; Mr John a

They were entertained b.

tion.
1910-11 the
concrete piers, because
to exafct that the new ;

1 ,v «nr! T regard that testing“ ^ c^=„ as 2:"7,b, many «. 

considered m this mves iga k Health Act, I do not
duties thrown upon him by t win, to his
consider that the present ^dmal heahh 0^ ^ ^ ^

own or to the satisfaction o ^ ^ my opini0n, done Dr.

The ,„;t“,m7, rote S o, beald, °<* - —

for ,h. purpose of Si«i"« ”f “ “ualificatiou,.
or prominent citizen who has 0 might

— —d,n-r.
members with terms still to run)

tation were
Hon. Mr. Reaume,

and Dr. J. O. Orr.Kent _ ,
Speaker, Hon. Mr. Delage.

Hamilton, Ont.-City Engineer A.
mi„.d « ib= "«*> " L, 75 P=r
sewer. He said the cost of sewer
the district would be $3 ’°°°’ d tbat ff the sewer pro-
$596,679- Controller Allan sugg^^ ^ by_law to the people
ject were in shape they c Hydro-Electric Com-

-,n “,en

Macallum has sub 
a cross-city flood 

cent, of ing one. 
tempt95 per cent.

an ex-alderman
I

have a free 
these gentlemen, (present m< 

the seals of office.throw up

crossing signals. V suUable structural
be Placed upon a post o be q{ sQund

If the post is ma^^ o^ ^ ^ fcet 1ong, and shall
less than . depth of four feet. If it is

in th, ground » •*» |es, ,ton „ inch., 1»

Sterfl at least twelve feet above the ground,
» « =«="'« «' °'h" ",undl,,<"'

TheCanada have 
of highway 
signal must 
material.

COAST COLLIERIES.PACIFIC

stock, which has taken
The Pacific

with capital of $3,500,000 
ferred stock, and $3,500,000 common

the Pacific Coast Coal Mines, Limited.

timber not
be firmly set 
made of iron or

overdiameter, 
and shall
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JOSEPH OWEN, of London, England, has been ap
pointed assistant to Mr. John Wilson, city engineer, of Fort 
William Ont.

JAMES WALKER, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E., M.I. Mech. E., 
are informed, is about to join the staff of Messrs. Boving 

& Company, Limited, water power engineers, of 9% Union 
Court, E.C., and will also join the board of directors. After 
a long and extensive experience with the contracting firm of 
Messrs. S. Pearson & Son, of Westminster, he was engaged 
by Messrs. J. G. White & Company, Limited, of 9 Cloak 
Lane, E.C., with whom he has been for the last nine years, 
acting as construction superintendent on large works abroad, 
and latterly as engineer in charge of construction in the 
head office in London. With his wide experience in hydro
electric undertakings and civil engineering work in general, 
he will undoubtedly be a great acquisition to the firm in its 
already large and rapidly increasing business. It will also 
interest our readers to learn that Mr. Reginald K. Morcom 
has also consented to act on the board of Messrs. Boving & 
Company.

VIRGIL G. BOGUE, a New York engineer, has been 
retained in a consulting capacity by the Canadian Pacific 
Railway in connection with double-tracking of the main line 
between Vancouver and Calgary.

LARGE PIPE FITTINGS.

Three special fittings of large size have just been made 
for the Crane Falls Power and Irrigation Company, of Cald
well, Idaho.

The three cast-iron bell-end fittings have a combined 
weight of 19,150 pounds, the larger one in the figure weigh
ing 10,850 pounds, the smaller one 4>2°° pounds, and the 
third 4,100 pounds.
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View of Large Fitting.

The dimensions are, respectively: 5 feet with three 24- 
inch flanged outlets. 4 feet 4% inches with two 24-mch flang
ed outlets, and 3 feet 10 inches with two 18-inch flanged out
lets.

a . 'An.These are all discharge fittings for pumps and were or
dered through the Portland branch of Crane Co. by Smith, 
Kerry & Chase, engineers for the power and irrigation com
pany The fittings connect at the bell-end to wood pipe and 
at the flanged ends to spiral steel pipe penstocks. The larg
est fitting will work under a static head of 159 feet, the next 

head of 89 feet, and the smallest under a head

t

Hon. Robert Rogers, Minister of Public Works.in size under a 
of 54 feet.

MEETINGS.
PERSONAL.

Mr. C. C. Cariss, of E. Leonard & Sons, lectured on 
the “Clayton, Logarithic Analysis of Cylinder Performance” 
before a large audience at London, Ont. Mr. Cariss showed 
how improved performance could be obtained from steam 
and other heat engines by improved methods of indicator 
diagram analysis.

B.A.Sc., harbor engineer for the To- 
address to theE. L. COUSINS,

ronto Harbor Commission, delivered an 
Toronto branch of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers

the new plans foron Thursday evening, November 28th, on 
Toronto harbor. The meeting was very 
one hundred and fifty being present.

well attended, about

OBITUARY.ARTHUR H. BLANCHARD, M. Can. Soc. C.E., profes- 
highway engineering in Columbia University on No- 

address entitled “The Art and
JAMES M. SHANLEY, one of the best known civil en

gineers in Canada, died on November 28th, at Montreal. 
The deceased was born in Illinois 55 years ago, but came to 
Canada at an early age. He was educated at Galt Collegiate 
Institute and Toronto University, 
started practising in Montreal, 
work done by the late Mr. Shanley was in connection with 
the Beauharnois Junction Railway, now a part of the New 
York Central’s road into Montreal.' He is survived by Mrs.

sor of
vember 25 th delivered an 
Science of Highway Engineering” at the celebration o 

Clarkson School of Technology.Founders’ Day at the
STANLEY M. OBORN, who is in the main drainage 

department of the Department of Works, Toronto, has been 
elected an Assoc. M. Can. Soc. C.E. Mr. Oborn has had a 
varied experience in municipal engineering in England, and 
has been in Canada about six months.

After graduating he
One of the first pieces of
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three sons and three daughters.

C W. LEONARD, of the firm of E. Leonard and Sons,
of London, Canada, passed away on November 22 r
Leonard was born in 1852 and at the time of his death was 

He was educated in the London public 
After completingjust 60 years old.

schools, and at Upper Canada College, 
his course at the latter institution he entered the emp oy
aient of his father, the late Senator Elijah Leonard Late 
on he was admitted to partnership, and after the death 
his father, Mr. Leonard and his brother carried on the bus- 

under the name of E. Leonard & Sons. Mr. Leonard 
death, which was due to heart failure, was very sudden, as 
he had been at work in the office the night before unti 
nearly 6 o’clock, as usual. He is survived by his widow and 

daughter, Mrs. Dr. Fitzgerald, of California.
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